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ABSTRACT

Production of the. S videotape series was completed ih September
1975. ACCESS is a s es of sixteen 3/4" ,color cassette videotapes on
various topics in 1 rarianship. It was developed for a'primary audience
of comvaunity librarians working in small 'public librliies. A Study -Guide 40
which explains the series and gives' background information for each the
sixteen tapes was also'prepared during the production year.

This'report covers a second ACCESS project that attempted to evaluate
'the full range of usefulness of the series and to explore various Means of
distributing the tapes. Evaluation was sought from individual viewers as
well as from workshop leadert who used the tapes in variety,of continuing
education settings. E.very effort was made during,the,follow-on year to
circulate" 'tapes to as many, different locations as/ possible.

)
./ Results of an exploration of the various mane-61 distributing tapes
indicate that sending tapes through the mail for dse.on video playback
equipment is the most practical meaneof distribution.

ToWard the end of the project-year ACCESS staff attempted to make the
tapes available to state libraryiagencies which it'is hoped can act as loan
centers for individual libraries once the funded project has terminated.

it
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4.

INTRODUCTION

The ACC SS project ±s an attempt to package, on videotape, ideas and
information o 16 topics of current interest for use In a variety of -contin-
uing education settings in libraries and for community librarians. The'ACCESS videotapes are not designed to be viewed in any particular sequende,nor to be used a part of any existing 4ibrary'education/curricul . Eachprogram stands aline as'a treatntnt of one library issueo/. topic. A printedstudy guiOe contai ing program outlines and discussion topics for, al 16of the videotapes' another ACCESS RFOacct.

.

) Program design, content and production as well as _preliminary`field
evaluation were compl ted during the project year - Jiffy 1974 through Sept-
ember 1975." The fina report of the project year is available through ERICas ED 116-710.

Another ACCESS pro ect was undertaken fromJulY1975 througq June 1976.The major objectives ad.,essed were,exploratiQn of possible means ofOistri-
bution of the videotape package, continuing evaluation and range of useful-
nes studies and dissemin tibn of project results to the library profession.
The present report docUme tsactivitles completed during the dittributionand evaluation projec;: 4 pa f this final report, one set of 3/4" color
videotapes and onepset of quad deotape masters.haVe been delivered to-the U.S.O.E. project officer.

During the past year ithas_become apparent that ACCESS has a far
broader range of appeal than we originally-anticipated.

Librarians out-side the-,Radki- Mountain region have exptessed interest as have librarians
from Canada and Auttralia. Librarians from U.S. Ipforthation Service locationsare interested in the concept and packaging of. the ACCESS tapes as a possiblemodel from which educational daterpls specific to their needs can bederived. In general, our professional colleagues have been generous in
expressing interest, giving feedback and suggesting topics and directions for!further work.

c

AmOng t'he many truths that ACCESS staff discovered or rediscovered
during the past year, the most important is that, in the end, someone Ras
to pay fpr the development of packaged training,materials. Thv costs. arenot low f ' H. erials, biat these coats must'be compared toother ways,of reaching the same goals (works op-, eld consultants, etc.)in order to.defermine the feasibility of packaged programs. Many questionsremain. Are librarians willing.to pay? 'And, are they willing to pay whatit takes to get the -job.-done ? -Can weagree to regional centeis.for pro-duction in order to avoid duplicating expertise and--facilities ?, BOW Willthe responsibilities for library continuing education be shared among .individual librarians, librhries, state libraries and professional associations?.

j.

Our hopes are that prOduction arW evaluation of educational\proddcttwill receive high priority amonglibrarians and that this Final Rort willhelp to stimulated interest in thdte topics.

(N.
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II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A. PRODUCT EVALUATION

1. SUMMARY OF FIRST YEAR EVALUATION

a. OBJECTIVES

During the production phase of the ACCESS series (July-1, 1974-September30, 1975) project staff sought.prelimlnary
evaluation data onthe'fir4 threetapes produced in order to better plan the remainder of tie series. /The'following three objectives formed the basis of the first-year evakuation:

1. What was the Overall response_to
2. What range of program usefulness
3. Were there any barriers to/using

education?

b. METHODOLOGY

the tapes?

was perceived by viewers`?

videotapes for library continuing

Individual ewer Response Fora

User acceptance was the basic measure used in the first year. ThisaccePtance measure is important because viewers hadno incentive for attending`the field test sessions other than their personalgnthusiasm and commitment.That is, all - Viewers were external to the organization producing the videotapes(the-University of Denver). The audience was not fixed but was diffewt.at
Ievery test site. In non-formal, non-curricular (non-sequential) test situa-..tions directed to adults such as those in ACCESS phase one, rigorous evalua-tion of learning was neither possible nor appropriate. Evlidence of acceptance,:came directly from the feedback'of

individual viewers after they had vieweda tape.

An evaluation form was designed that asked information about thd viewerand his library, reaction to the tape seen, and the range of program useful-ness perceived. As'a result of field experiences two revisions of this form_ were made.

-

Evaluation Settings

/ Project staffsought evaluation settings where the majority of those
responding' would be representative of'the ACCESS primary target audience,
the non-degreed library staff person working in a small community libraryin the Rocky MOuntain Region. We were fortunate in being able to show one.or more of the first three tapes at two paraprofessional workshops in thesprint of 1975 where a great number of attendees did represent this target -audience. The workshdps were in Grand Junction VW Englewood, Colorado andwere sponsored by the Colorado Library.Assopiation. The prdgrams were also'field tested at the annual convention of the Wyoming Library Associattori.and.at a meeting of the Telecommunications Round Table of the Colorado Library
Associatidn, both in the spring of 1975.

4
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a.

A protocol that was the basis for introductory remarks prior to showing
any of the videotapes was develOped and served to ensure a bias-free environ-
ment for the evaluation. After one or more videotapes were shown and the
evaluation -forms collected, general discussion of the'programs and the ACCESS
project was encourlaged and ACCESS itaff membels present were introduced.

Data Collected

In addition to the four workshop settings described, tapes were also
shown at the D.U. Graduate

School.of Librarianship and to.members of the
Western Interstate Comission'on Higher Education (WICHE). and several statelibraries. A total of 450 librarians and library school students had seen
one pr more ACCESS tapes and 26Q, evaluation forms' were collected by the end
of the production phase. Preliminary results described below are based on
an analysisQof these 260 forms.

c. RESULTS

Overall Response'.
'Vat,

Overall response to the individual tapes was quite positive-. TABLE 1"
shows response to the question: "Compared to other programs of this type,

. dealing with libraries, would you, say that tfte:prograi you saw is. . .?"

.
.

,

Individual ViewerRespOnse Form: "Compared to'other programs of this
type, dealing with libraries, wOuldyoudsay that the program you saw

N.= 209

.

. . .",,,)

-

is better than most _ .
56%
..2

*
.

.

isabout;the same as most that are good

.

38%

.

,

, .

is about the same as most thgt are bad
. ,,-

.

0% .

,
,.- .

.

...
.worse 'than most

.

0%

.(Respondent-indidated specifically that he or-she never.

saw any programs' like,this.) .
. -5%

---

.

. -

*Responses may not total 100% due to rounding.

TABLE 1

5
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Project staff are satisfied that the general appeal and audio/video quality-
, of specific programs are more than adequate when project staff showed tapes
to audiences consisting largely of the primary vielOSTgroup for which the,,

series was intended.
1

f

, Range of Program Usefulness

Viewers were asked to rate the perceived usefulness of tapes in a
variety of potential settings. Overall; evaluation data indicated that the
tap#s, in the opinion of most viewers; would prove "very useful" inSuch
settings. as "in workshops, short courses, or generally, as a means of
refreshing ideas,"

Availability of Video Equipment

In order io assess Whether videotape gas a workable medium for the
target audience, data was collected on the availability of video equipment
in viewers' communities. A question was asked, "Does your library or does
any agency in your community have videotapelha4back equipment?" Nearly
half/of the viewers responded "yes."

d. SUMMARY

As a result of first -year evaluation, project-staff are confident by
the end of the production phase that the ACCESS series was useful, at least
to'the primary viewer audience for which it was developed. A follow-on
.grant was awarded through June 1976 to farther assess the series and to
explore avenues of distribution fur ACCESS.

2. FOLLOW-ON EVALUATION

a. OBJECTIVES

41,`

The overall goal of the follow-on evaluation was to assess the value of
the series within actual continuing education settings where tapes could
be used to meet a variety of objectives. Project staff are interested in
knowing how the series would hold up under a broader spectrum of use and in
situations where project perS6ftnel were not on hand to explain the back-
ground and objectives of ACCESS.

Obtaining answers to the following questions were the year's specific
evaluation objectives:

1. Do the first-yeaf results stand up,for a broader cross-section
of viewing situations?

2. Is reaction equally positive for viewers who are not part of the
primary audience for*ich ACCESS was designed? These secondary
audiences-a. thOse which vary from the primary target audience
in one or more characteristics but who nevertheless have expressed
interest in the series. They include:

6
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School librarians
b. Librarians with a Master's degree in Librarianship
c. Librarians working in large libraries
4. Library volunteers
e. Librarians putside the Rocky Mountain Region
f. Students
g. Trustees and civic groups

3, Is reaction'equally positive to the panel format shows as-to the
documentary style shows?

4. In shat settings is. ACCESS most useful?
_

Is the Study Guide' that accompanies the series useful?

6. Do any difficulties concerning location or use of video equipment
, present a barrier to using ACCESS tapes?,

7.' What future library continuing education needs are there that
migh e' addressed in part-by video or other media?

b. METHODOLO

v

111

Overall Approach
,

.
'

-------
Three different forms were usedEo Collece data. First, bap final

revision of the individual sewer response form was used in situations where

Pr"--IP
response to particular °grans was sought from specific types of viewers ,(see Appendix A). Second, an open-ended questionnaire was designed to
collect data from workshop leaders who used tapes for a variety of purposes
(see Appendix B). Finally, a follow-up survey questpnnaire was developed
to record data collected by phone calls to states which had purchased one or
more ACCESS tapes as of June 1976 (see Appendix C). Hereafter these three
collection instruments will be called Individual Viewer Response Forms,
Workshop Leader Forms and Phone Survey Forms respectively.

Individual Viewer Response Forms or Workshop -..4ader Forms were Ifilled
out for a total of 44 viewing situations. Except in two instances, there
was no ACCESS staff member present,

thus approximating the eventual field
use of tapes. We were interested in reactions, based solely on the project
itself.

Follow-up phone calls to purchasers of the series were made to nine
states..

Individual Viewer Response Forms

-=A total of 1.7,0 individual viewer response forms were. analyzed for the
follow-on year. Whereas the forms ahalyzed in the f;irst yearjepresente
fairly rigid set of viewing circumstances, the fornd analyzed in th ollow-Oniyear represent a much broader spectrum of use (see TABLE 2)

.
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Individual Viewer Response Forms Analyzed

First Year
)

Followon Year.
..

260 forms analyzed

4 viewing situations

3 different tapes
.

2 states _/
Project `staff' present at all
4 showings

/ 170 forms anaklyzed

. 13viewing situations

10 different tapes

6 states

Project staff present at only
2 of the 13 showings

In

TABLE 2

Data-collected on these forms were used as a general measure of program
facceptance in addressing many of the project oblectivesZlhe individual
viewer forms were valuable, for example in tabulating reaction tle the tapes
by specific group's such as school librarians-and.H.L.S. librarians._

--.. 'In some cases the same24.ewer may have responded to more than one tape
on a separate form but since no names were asked foron the forms, it was
impossible to determine in exactly how many cases this is true. -

n some cases, responses were returned to project staff tabulated_on----

teristics and viewer,information between viewer individual characr response.
a single form for each group viewing and it was impossible to any

A total of 22 esponses out of the 170 total were aggregated in 5his Tiay. 4,
Thus in some cases "N" is quite a bit lower than would otherwise have been
the case. (N = the numhar,ot answers upon which any given result.is'based.)
Resultt are expressed as percentages which have been rounded off to the
.nearest percent and thds may not always equal 100%

/
Whereas in the user acceptance phase information was Collectefrom

individual viewers, in the, workshop leader phase informatioh was collected
from group leaders or consulting personnel who used the tags:Lk-for a variety
of continuing education purposes. Hereafter the tetm "loader' refers to
anyone who requested tapes from project staff for whateverpurposaand who
filled out a Workshop Leader'Form. Information,colleqted from these leaders
concerns their objectives for showing tapes as ell as the perceived overall
success or failure of ACCESS tapes in meetin these o ivas. Since the

!X/wobjectives of the various leaders varied fro s ation to situation, it
was thought that this method of evaluation t nearly approximates the
use that will be made of the tapes after e ACCESS-project has formally

' ended.
,

8
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An infoimal, open-ended evaluation form was designed for this phastb.
(see Appendix B). Questions were, asked about 'the puiposes the leader hoped
to accomplish by showing the tapd, whether he Or she felt these objectives
were achieved, what' the general reaction to the tapes wad and whether there
was any difficulty in locating video equipment. The purpose here was
not to evaluate the technical or appeal qualities of a specific tape but
to evaluate the eeralr value.of a tape in terms of the leader's and the
group's expectations. For example, one question on this form asks the leader
"From your point of view, did any negative response(s) to the tape(s) inter-
fere with the achievement of your goals?"

*ahone Survey Form '
4

Theform used to poll purchasers of ACCESS was designed to assess only
'their projections for using the series since most purchasers had not been in
receipt of the series long enough' to have actually used the tapes in the
fipld. Information collected was useful in answering projectcobjectives
concerning settings in which ACCESS might be useful and reaction to video-

-Jape as a continuingfducation medium. See Appendix.0 for a sample of this
form. 4 ,

; C)

Administration of'Forms

'In the 44 actual viewing situations (not including'the phone survey),,
tapes had been requested from the University2of-Denef-ba-Aed7-on-prior.know-
ledge of the ACCESS pi-eject. It was felt-that asking thohe who wantedto--
borrow tapes to p;ovide evaluative data would parallel the, eventual field
use of the tapes. No attempt was made to look for artificial settings in
which to show tapes, since it was felt that situations where librarians were
rounded up to react to taped without being interested in the topic would,have
resulted in viewing for "preview" or "evalugtion" purposes only. We hoped
to have a large portion of the evaluations represent A situation where the

s ondents were genuinely interested in the topic presented.
1

= Follow-up p, necalis were made to-leaders who did not return forms.
The final result was ENe-teturn of form.Sfrom.all but four locations to
which they were mailed (44 returns out of 48 mailed).

Analping the Data

In reporting'the results in the foll wing sections "N" will be used to'
represent the number of responses actually tao lated for any given question.
In many instAnces respondents indicated that a p: ticular question was not
'applicable. 'For example on the Indiiridual Viewex ponse Fb.ems students
often indicated that t questions regarding their "typ= of library" were
npt applicable; and onthe Woxkshop Leader Form in respons- to a question
on,use of the ACCESS Study Guide some respondents stated they .id not have
the Guide ip hand. These "not applicable" responses were not ta.lated
within "N"

4
nor were simple non - responses. In some cases "N" equalS-more

than the number of questionnaires filled out since certain questions asked
the respondent to check all applicable responses. Thus "N" varies consider-
ably from question to- question and seldom equalS the actual total number of

---42111,ealyzed. .
. \
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Results were not analyzed for viewers who saw only the ACCESS demonstra-
tion tape Fhichis a 13-minute sampler of the series, sinceg this tape was
developed for publicity/dissemination

purposes about ACCESSLand not as a
library continuing education package. :

Problems

The major problem which cut across all evaltiative efforts in the follow2
on year was the problem of differentiating between those who viewed ACCESS
for actual use in a field situation and those who Viewed it for preview in

.deciding whether or not to purchase tapes. Most Individual Viewer Response
Forms yielded data specifically related to the topic of the tape since

Auestions were.designed to elicit such information: The Workshop Leadei,
ForMs However were broader in their questioning approach and Often eliciteddata lated to a "preview" situation rather than a "subject use" situation.
In res onse to the question "What was your purpose for usingdmilitape(s) an'd
do you 1 it helped you meet your goala?c, 16 out of the 39 -TRims returnedindicated ey used the tapes Solely for preview purposes.

In order to "control this situation,where some viewers saw tapes to
"learn"'while others saw them to "buy", Workshop Leader Forms were analyzed
in two separate categories, hereafter called "preview" and "workshop"
usd. In a case where a respondent stated he had,both purposes'in mind, the
form was included in the workshop group since it was evaluated, at least in ,part, from a field Use point of view. In answering project objectives these
two categories could be taken into account. For example-no data, from the
"pre"view" category was used to answer the question '.'Is reaction- equally';
positive for all types of viewers?" In ,this question we were trying to
slate reaction*from such groups as school librarians or M.L.S. librariansand it was thought that a preview situation where few representatives of the
group in question were present was not an-accurate evaluatiOn environment.Similarly the question regarding ease of boating and using video equipment
was not answered with any data from the "preview" group since 4 was felt
that a preview setting typically takes place in a'state library or other
"headquarters" where such equipment is more readily available. Responses from
the "prelifiew" group were used however,.in answering some of the project's,
more general objectives such as overall response to ACCESS.

c. RESULTS

Objective 1: Do the first-year results-stand up for a broader cross-
stction of viewing situations?

,

Analyzing ividual Viewer ResponSe_Forms or Workshop LeaderOoria from
44 difTerenrviewin ituations during the follow-on year, overall reaction
to the ACCESS series remained very positive. TABLE 3 illustrates the broader
parameters of viewing environment in the follow -on year as Compared with first-
year.rpoze4minary evaluation. '

Ito
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. 4Individual. Viewer Response Forms and Workshop Leider Forar

. 'Combined
. -. 4
gic

,

4'

*
. First

Year
Foridv-on

Year

Different settings wheitapes were evaluated. , 4 44

.

States whe'e tapes were evaluated within the
Rocky Mountain Region

-...

2

,

..

7

.
0 ..

. States where tapes were A uatgd outside the'
,Rocky Mountain Region' ' ., 0 .

.

.

,

.

-

.
.

Total,of different tapes evaluated inone
or more settings

.

3

.

.

!16 (complete
series)

.

TABLE 3

Individual Viewer Response Forms'
,

A comparison of first and follow;pn year results on the overail ratingof the tepee brindividual viewers indioates that for the broader spedtrumof yiewing.the overall response to the tapes -remains high. In first -yearevaluatidn,99%.of the viewers rated the prosram they saw "about the sameas most that are good" or "betterp.than st," compared to other programs..of this type. This compares-with 98% responding in these two categoriesin' ..he follow-on data: There is some shift from the chtegory "better thanmo.4" 65'the category "aboUt the same as most that are good." (Sea TABLE 4.)We feel- this ,l's due to the fact- that follow-'on year results] include So many.non-target audience respondents compared to the high target audience com--
,

position of first-year.evaluation audiences. Many non-respondents on thigquestion specifically indicated that they' had no basis of comparison or hadnever seen any programs like this before.

CS
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Individual Viewer Response Form: "Compared-td other programs of
.-this type, dealing with libraries, would4Ou pay that the program

you saw. . ."
..-

,..,-

..-

_

. First-year
N = 198

Follow-on year
N,=,140

is better than moat

.

59% *

.

467

.1...

.

is about the same as most that are-.

_good
40%

.

.

52% i

is about the same as most that are
bad

4

1% 1%

.
.

is worse than most
.

1% 0% .

*Responses toy riot total 100% due DO rounding.

TABLE 4
4

A summary of the comments and open-endedquestions on the Individual
Viewer Response Forms was undertaken for the follow-on-year in ,order to
arrive at another indication of'general reaction to the tapes. One
questionasked "What, if anything, about the program stands out in yourmind?" Results were tabulates in general categories of "favorable"

.-."negative" wand "neutral.' Results were further divided into comments about
the content of a tape and comments about the audio/video or technical aspectsof a tape..._

.._

6 A
Favorable comments40 the content' of a tape were made by 86% of the,viewers and - seemed to fall into several broad areas. 'Many viewers commented

on the usefulness of the content from a practical point of view. Representa-
%ti've comments are:" "practical, clear gUidelines on how to make use of
'publicity opportunities "; "the number of'ideas for cooperation -realistic";"good ideas on controlling and settling of pre- schoolers "; "the specific
ways"0 obtain and organize materials for a verticalfile was the mosthelpful."

Another large group of viewers commented on a generally positive
philOsophy.or tone expressed in the content of the tapes. For 'example:
"hp to date, professional,

new ideas,";L"personalities and their knowledge
of the subject"; "comments within showed a commitment to freedom of inquiry."

Favorable Comments related to theaudio/video aspects of the programs-
were made by 13% Of the total respondents and included a number of different
aspects of production. Sample comments include: "quality of production";

12
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"very easy to view and listen to"; "photography good"; "concise, not rep ti-
tious"; "variety of techniques' used to put the point across";-"key peopl
were represented --,not staged. with actors."

Negative comments on program content (made by 7% of the viewers)
did not seem to fall into any pattern. Negative comments-on technical aspectsof production (madt by only ,4% of the viewers) usually related to the factthat the pictures didnot aiwgys relate:to the message,or "diverted atten-tion from the message." °T14t criticism was voiced at other points duringthe follow4n year and we attribute it to the fact that some of the earlier
tapes in the series are not as polished as the later tapes. Usually such.
comments related to the earlier tapes.

LTALE 5 gives a summary of the types of comments received. Percentagesdo not add up to 100% since soh414,7t6ple listed more than one type of comment.
For example, a respondent may have amide a favotable comment about content and
a negative comment about technical aspects of a tape. Each percentage isbased separately on a total of 129 actual respondts.

Neutral comments werethose that were judged inherently neither positive.nor negativeduchasSOMel good information. I,

Individual Vie r Response Form: "What if anythiAg, about the
ptogram stands ut in your mind?" '

\
.

.11 = 129
,

.,
Comments on program content

,

.

, Comments on technical aspects of
production

, Favorable

.

Negative. Neutral,'

4

Favorable '. Negative'
.-'

Neutral

.

86% 7%

\..

20% s.. i3% 4%
,

,,,,,

\
0%

TABLE 5

Similar percentages of "favorable," "negative" and "neutral" comments
were tabulated in response to the question: "What, if anything, did youlearn from the program that you did not know before?" Of thoee responding,
93% listed some specific fact or positive approach t6 the subject that theylearned. Negative,reiponseswere judged to be those where therespondent
said he did not learn anything he-did. not know before; only 3% of the
responses indicated they did not learn anything new. Another 4% of
respondents made comments judged to be neutral such as the person who saidhe learned "probably nothing, but the information is more organized in mymind now."

13
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As was the nature of the question, all respondents commented on content
aspects of the, program and not on production aspects when asked "What did
you learn?'!. We were pleased at the variety of different program aspects
that stood out,in viewers' minds. .For example in response to the 40-minpt
panel discussion on how'to go about finding sources of funding for librari s
"(Where the Library Dollars Are) typical responses to "What, if anything,
you learn. . ."are: "Wide variety of funding,soUrcee; °almost everythin
that the panelists brought up was new to me"; "a clearer explanation of
revenue sharing"; "some behind-the-scenes ideas' of.how a library can grow"
"that the Federal government-had as many divisions (Title I, II, III)."

Thelast page of the Individual Viewer Response Form says "We'd like
tohave your comments." No attempt was made to tabulate responses gr. to g oup
responses,- according to broad categories since comments varied greatly.
Comments that we believe to be interesting and that perhaps -shed some light
on why certain viewers find the ACCESS series .useful and on some possible
ways the tapgs should be used are as follows':

comments on the tape Volunteers in the Library:

"My past experience with likery work is quite limited so
this .film to me was an excellent introduction' to the various
types of jobs in the Library. The fact that all ages are
represented in some way is a'good one especia.11y using
your senior citizens' skills and incorporating them in
projects also involving young people,"

"It's great to know that being a volunieer is much more
meaningful than just putting books' back on the .shelf."

-- comments on the tape Services to Elementary-Age Children

"You should level9p,more films-such as this one for use in
teacher (classroomYsawareness programs. 1,Iny-teachers dog '

not'--- will not or haVe little xse.of -- the many services
provided by school libraries. Teacher attitudes should be
improved through inservice progranS for .classroOmteachers.
These goals can be attained."

"Excellent source of ideas for promoting librar t rials. It
offers-a catalyst for creating new ideas."

4

Workshop Leader Forms

Spectrum of Use

Using the Worksho 1-Z-ader Forms as another measure of,follow-on year
response to the A S series, we thought that first-year, positive findings
stood up. ollowing lists give some idea of, the broad spectrum of
situatio for which Workshop Leader Forms are filled out.

vo
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Variety of Settings

,Six leaders showed tapes as part of a wOrkshopidevoted xo a specific
topic. Examples:

-- Portions of the tapes onPublic Relations and Science Questions
Sometimes, Are Issue Questions were showh at an all day "Energy
Conference" held in Meeker, Colorado in May 1976.

- - The tapes Assessing Community Needs, state Libraries and ,PublIc
Relations were used in day -long, sessions on these topics in a
federally-funded Institute held by the Wyoming StateLibrary to
train recent library school graduates in state librarianship.

4

2. Six leaders used'tapes as part of a regularly scheduled committee or staffmeeting. Examples:

I

-7\Part of regular staff training at V.A. Hospital L4rary, Sheridan,Wyoming.

-- Part of regional librarians meeting in Nebiaska.

-- Part of monthly meeting of a district-wide library cotoperative
and improvement committee.

(3. 'Three'leaders used tapes as part of a student classroom presentation.
Examples:

-- Discussion about educational TV.

Overwiew presentation by 3 students on state libraries.

4. Ten leaders previewed tapes for purchase or Use. Examples:

-- Preview for use with Indian pueblo community.librarians in
New Mexico.

Evaluation, for possible purchase in several states.

7- To expose librarians to one type of continuing education packageavailable

- - Evaluating for use in a libtary reference course.

5. Five leaders reported other uses. Examples:

- - Part of institute on Continuing Library & Information Science
Education Program Planning for State Library Agency Personnel
held in Louisian& in the'spring,of 1976.

'
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--' As-a discussion starter.

-- Part of orientation session fon new state lihfary advisory council
members.

-- Part of a library skills class.

-- Part of parents' information session-in a public library.

Variety of Respondents

10 Practicing librarians (5 public, I school, 1 acaderai41_special).
..

.

..13 State Library or State Department of Mucation_staff members.
, ,..

4 Library educators iucators
k

1 on-librarian (Community Library Committee Representat

3 Students 4 7
Variety of Viewers ReporTed/Present

(no numbers givenY

State library staff
Library educators

-- Indian iibrary,advieors
MLS librarians

-- Rural library advisor .

-- Doctoral and specialist library school students_L
Experiencedpublic librarians
MLS students

-- Urban librarians
librarians

Library administrators
(Parents

''New members to a state library advisory council
School.14brarians

\ -- Academic librarians . 1

-- School administrators ,
/

-- Regional and subregional librarians/volunteers
-- Library. technicians

E'riendst of the library
- School AV coordinators

- - State library continuing education committee
-- Public, general

, .

It is interesting to note that there are"no negative responses froth"
those respondents who uked tapes in a worksho$ setting. The few negative
responses reported were Na.41. in preview situations and related to evaluation
for purchase. For the most part, negative responses Commented on relevance
of the particular tape or tapes seen for that respondent's particular needs.

444
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For example an Indian pueblo advisor commented the Publicity tape:
"Wouldn't be useful for'our needs. . ..not-geared enough to personal, intra-
library, community publicity. Obviously goals for this tape and,our,goalsFete different."w .mot

Reaction to any given tape seemed to be most positive in Settings where
tapes were used for thdir subjeCt content,-where viewers had a personal
interest-in the topic presented. For example, 'the most gegative "overall
response" Pomments,received on the tape Public Relations was from theyoupof 20-25,regional librarianswho viewed 3 different tapes within the contextof a regional preview, session:

,

-- "The PR-tape's quality - i.e. actual viewability
of tape rather than content 7, was not the best."

On the other hand, the two situations in which the7Public Relations tape
was viewed as part of a subject session on public relations reported' muchmore favorable response:'

.

, "Positive; brought into perspective the role pf the local
public library in meeting community energy information
needs." (Portion of tapesliPwn at a Colorado Energy
Conference.)

"Very good--quite'a,,,few students have said that it was
the best one we've seen." (Students at State Librarianship
Institute. This was the third tape they had seen.)

We were especially pleased at the subject focus which many of the
positive comments took. The following is a,representative sample of the
positive comments from both workshop and'preview situations:

"Overall response was excellent, butwe Want to add a spediarcommenda
tion for the film on Preschool Story Programs. The parents who, viewed
it felt many good points were made that would be useful to theM'in ahome atmosphere as well 'as in library storytelling

situe.ions."(Threetapes shown to library staff and local parenti in a Wyoniig public
, library.)

"Excellent. I woLkd strongly recohend it to groups,of schOOI,
ibrarians with very diverse trailing and experience who have ,

ad difficulty finding a common background for discussion and planning.4
anel discussion School Library/Public Library Cooperation shown toa group of school librarians and Friends of the Public library inMontana.)

nsorship right on 'target foi the defihed objective. We could putth m (tapes)' to use today, if wehad thed." (PrevieW by state libraryst ff in Alaska.)

"Very positive. . tape broUght out basic pointsthat are good tbbe eminded of, the section on attitude was also a good reminder, thequa ity was good and the content as well." (Determining the ,Library
Use 's Need shown.,:to 25 librarians in an Arizona academic library.)

17
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A final assessment of overall reaction to the ACCESS series was under,-
'taken by adalyiing.response on the Worksftp Leader Forms to the question:
"From your point of view did any negative responses to the tape(s).itterfdre
with the achievement of your goals?" This question wasde4.gned specifically
for a subject workshop setting where a leader had definite learning object-
iv s mind. Although it is known that some tapes are technically smoother,
than others, for example,,* there is sometimes a mismatch ofsaudiand video
message, wemanted to assess whether such factors significantly hampered_tile-
broader goals of a workshop leader, presumably learning goals related.to the
subject of the tape.

. TABLE 7 shows response to this question by leaders in workshop settings.
Results were.not tabulated for preview situations.

°

Workshop Leader Form: "From your point of,v ew did any negative
.1responses tg thefape(s) interfere. withAtheachievement of.
your goals ?'.'

=20
-Workshop situations only

Specifically stated "No" or indicated
that, no negatiAre responses interfered.

4

' Indicated some sort of negative
response iO'techpical'adpect of tape'
which interfered.- ":.4

lb%

851k

me 10%

.
.

Indicated tome sort of pegative,
'response to content' aspect o,,g,..tape .a

which interfered. 5%

d.

.-,TABLE 7
sf g-

Of the thFee respondents reporting -some sort of negative interference,
'1411 three reported positive general response .to the tape(s), elsewhere in.
'their evalua0.on.. Their'"overall response ratingla we Very good,"
"favorable, OodIntroduction to the rpnge.8f sta ibrary service,"
and, "positive. . ." respectively. .

0

Based or jhe fact that 411 respondents: either cited no negative reaction
thoughrated pverall respOnse favorable even thOu ehey cited some negative

react n to tapes shown, we think that ACCESS tapes can be very successful
in help ng,to meet a wide range of workshop goals What negative reactions
do take place do not seem t0, negate' positive learningispeces of_the tapes

' -
,-----

.

.-.

Im
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Summary r`

In answer to the q stion D9,the first-year results stand up for a
broader cross-section ofeviewing -sAuations?" We believe -they do. In the
total of 44 viewing situations in 14 different states, overall reaction to
tapes was extremely pOsitive, especially where tapes were used within
workshops related to their subject content. Write:negative reactions there
were to the tapesustially related to.a tape's inability to meet the particular
needs of-a "given,situation: There was almost no criticism of general con-
tentf Eiltrciserelating to'misinfOrmation or poor appfo,ach to a topic.

The ACCESS Study .guide outlines the primary target audiehce for which
tapes are intended and gives a subject outline of each tape. Since no
continuing education package can fulfill everyone's specific needs, we
believe that use of, the Study Guide-and ioreviewsof tapes is an essential
planning s'613 where librarians have partidular goals-in mind.' We believe
that when the scopeipf a program meets the" needs of a workshop leader,-fgat-k-

,_aged continuing education materials such as'ACCESS can be a very effective
training tool. ,

Objective 2: Is re4action equally positive for all types of viewers?
.

During the follow-on year project. staff' hoPed to determine what
secondary audiences might find tapes of the ACCESS series useful. Secondary
audiences,are/those which differ from the primary-viewing audience in one
or,more-cbaractristics.

School Librarians .
Andividua Viewer Res onse Forms

A,Foinpatison of overall program rating n the 41 Individual Viewer
Responqe Forms filled out by school libraria s in contrast to the forms filled
out by alll'others was undertaken, as A genera measure of receptiveness by
school librarians. School librarians are de ned as those who checked the
category of work "in a school library/IMC/med center" on the forms or who
checked "other" and specificallyjihdicated "t cher with classroom library"
or "schOol aide,' -11---TABLE 8"6howS is compari n,

1,..;

IndiVidualViewer Response Form: "Comp e t {other programs of
this type, dealing with libraries 'woul ou y that the,program
you saw. . ." . .

.

-0.
.

Sc'ol
Librarians

N= 3 -

All other-

Respondents
N =107.

.

is better than most 42% ' - 47% ,

4-
. . 1 ,

is about the same as most ,

that.are goocV. . r" -
;

.

-

55%
.

-51%

yi

..

is about the same as most that are bad 3%
/

1%
,... ..

.id worse than ,most .t ., -- 0% 1%

TABLE IP.'
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We found 42% of the school library responses as compared with 477. of
all other responses felt the tape they saw was "better than most." Another-
55% of school librarians as compared with 517.. of all others felt the tape
they saw was "about the same as most that are goo" Total.percentages in
the two positiye_rating_categories combined,were 97% for school librarians

. and 98% for all other respondents. General receptivity to tapes among school c

- librarians seems to be extremely close jo that of all other viewers.

It must be taken into account that 31 olf the 41 responses by school
librarians, viewed one of 3 tapes moat applicable to a.school situation
(Preschool Story_Programs, Services to Elementary-Age Children and School
Library /Public Library Cooperation.) However, these tapes primarily used
examples from public library settingstAich it was thought might make them
less appealing to school audiences. We were pleased that the school
librarians seemed able to overlook the omission of school examples and react
to the tapes for the general information they provide..7

Workshop Lead et-Forms

We also took a look at the three Workshop Leader.Forms which indicated
a large percentage of school librarians viewers.- All three repoted positive
overall response.'

The tapes Oral History and Determining the Library User's Need were
shown for staff in-service training to a group of 6 public and 8 school
librarians in a New Mexico' public library. Comments,from that--viewing
included?

"The coordinator of Clovis Public School Libraries reported
that her group felt the film 'was great for non-certified staff'
and they expressed a curiosity as to what-subjects were covered
in'other ACCES$ tapes."

---
, "We apprecito d having the tapes for the whole staff, because

once well viewed them, we talked about them as a group and
' exchanged-our reactions and enthusiasms."

. , The samq,,,form supported the need for "in-service packages which can be
used in locaf-viewings, taking at most an hour's staff time, because with
out7of-town workshops it is expensive in travel cost, as well as time taken
from library operations." Such local viewing may be particularly appropriate
for school librarians who often find it even more difficult than public
librarians to get away for full-day workshops. This may account in part
for the gineral receptivity on the-part of school librarians to such train-
ing *es.

A second school showing took place in Bozeman, Montana, where"a group of
6chool librarians and Friends of the Public,LibrarY watched the 40-minute
panel discussion School Library/Public Library Cooperation: The workshop
leader, who was a school librarian,- reported overall response to the tape
was "excellent" and commented,:

P
,
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"It definitely helped as center our discussion on this'problem.
Some of'us haven't thbught much about the goals of public
libraries and the tape helped us to consider the differences
and similarities as well as areas where cooperation would' be
helpful."

,
Finally, the tapes Preschool Story Programs and Science Questions

Sometimes are Issue Questions were shown to a total of 14 rural school
4 , librarians fn Montana by the Library Media Supervisor of the Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction. She reported "favorable" overall
response and commented, "tapes were.evaluated.as useful resources especially,
for the'rural areas." We were surprisecethat the Science Questions tape
in particular Met with favorable response from school librarians.

Summary

It would seem, in general, that the tapes most obviously related to
school librarianship are found to be equally useful to school librariaris-
as.public librarians, even thoUgh most of the examples used in the tapes
refer to public libraries. It would further seem that school librarians
are able to glean some useful information 'from tapes dealing with topics
less relevant to their specific needs. Another interesting fact is the
number of times school related topics were suggested as future topics 'for
ACCESS tapes. School librarians seem receptive tohe general idea of
'training tapes and lost no time in seeing school problems that could be
addressed by inTservice training tapes. In response to questions about

:suggested future programs,some of their comments' were: "more specific
'school problems"v"tape demonstrating ways we Can get teachers to use-the
library"; "a film of this type for primary students /teachers! to getAbet4t%
use out of library facilities"; "you should develop more films such as this
one for use in teacher (classroom) awareness programs."

'Librarians with a Master's Degree in Librarianship

Although the primary viewing audience for ACCESS was the librarian
without' a Master's Degree in Librarianship, project staff wanted to know
if tapes would, belyseful to the prarian with an M.L.S. degree.

Individual Vtewer Response Forms

In response to the form question, "How did you prepare for or,become
interested in library work," fifteen forms specifically cited an M.L.S.
degree. TABLE 9 shows a comparison of those with an M.L.S. degree who
answered the question (N = 13) as compared to all other responses on the
general program rating question.

)
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Individual Viewer Response Form: "Compared to other programs
of this type, dealing with.librarieswould you say that the
program you saw. . ." , - ,

,

.

-

.

/

M.L.S.

Librarians
N = 13

"---+.

. . All Ot er
,Respo ents

=127..
.

'..
.

,

is better than most, b
'627.. ,

,,
/'

,

i

( 44%

ii

-,

is about the same as most that are
good,

'

__,--
, ,_,-

,,<31% -

_.

A
,

r

54%

..

is
%

about the same as most that are
had- .

.

8%
.

--

. 1%

..,

.
' - /

, ,

is worse than most .
' 0% 1%

,

.

On the basis of thi
even higher for the M.
yith over half' of t
than most." Gene
viewers holds

Pro

rrian worleing in a e lihraryTsinc.

and,primarily us examples from, the small
suspected th the sate might hold true for
sacondary,audiendes,' that is, that the ideas presented wo
though the examples were not always appropriate.

Individual Viewer Response Forms-
6

ue

LE 9

limited settle, overall rating :Cif AC
respondent than for the.non-degreed t

:S. responses rating the program they 's
, the positive acceptance of the tapei by

cross all-audiences.

arians /Working in Large'-Libraries

6t staff wanted to know-if ACCESS

ha,

deems
idate,

-"bettei.

8-99% of

apes would be useful to the
the tapes were designed of,----,
rural library setti . -We

-'''

larger libigry s = f as for other t

d-beu'seful even

'An 9nalysis of answers to the questions "How many paid staff members
does your library have?" and "How many" outs each week iisyour library/- open?" was mad ,in order to isolate larger libraries. -Those responses --indicating over five paid - staff members and open a minimum of 40 hours eachweek were were considered to be large lihrpries in comparison with those'

*.which had 0-5 paid staff members open any number of hours per week. '
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cITABLE 10 shows a comparison of these two categories of library size. Thoe
`'riot responding to either question were eliminated from this sample as they-

presumed. to be students or other respondents who did not work in a..libra

-4

.

...

i ,

.Individual\VitWer Response Form: "CoMpared to other programi of
this type, dealing with libraries, Would-you say that the program
you saw. . ." "IN ,

F

.

"---,-_

Respondents from

libraries-with 6
or more paid dtaff
open 40 or more
hours per week,

N-:-. 24

Respondents from
libraries,with
0-5 paid staff.

\,
.

-

.,

N r--- 40,--

.

50%

4 r

is better than most ,

. .

46%

.

.

....._ .

.

is about the as most
that are good'

d.,

1

.

,

46%
-

,

,

50%
.

. .

-,__

.

,

. .
__

is about the s me as most
that are bad. ,

.

-2

'',.

47:
.

.

.
.

,:.

, --:--
is worse than most

, -
.

4% ' 0% ,

TABLE 10

On the basig of this comparison it would seem that there is V signifi-
cant difference. in overall response to ACCESS tapes based on size.df,llbrary.We again assume this is due to the "idea sharing" nature of the programs'which can be equally relevant to a person working in a larger libary.

Summary 1f

4;
,ACCESS tried totladapt a tone of presentation that

would."start with the'basics" of any giVen topic and not assume either large library budget andresources or extensive prior knowledge on the given ,topic. This approachwas taken for the primary audience of small libraries. ,On the other' handwe did not want shows to "talk down" to any viewer. Afihdugh scattered
comments throughout tie project year indicated that some viewers feltcertain tapes were slanted either too much towards the larger or the smaller
libraryt, we were pleased with the data from Individual Viewer Response FormsWhich, seemed to indicdtea relatively equal, acceptance by,both groups.
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Volunteers
A 9,0e .

Individual Viewer Ratponse Forms

Of-16 volunteeis who filled out individual forms, 6 did not rate the
programs with most of those indicating they had no basis for comparison to

.

answebompared to=Other progfams of- this type." Six indicated they felt
the program they saw was "better than'Mbst," and four said it was "about the
same as most that are good.!' Willie this size sample is.too small to yield
conclusive resultp,'we'llave nd reason-to believe that ACCESS tapes would'not
be as appropriate to volunteers as to paid staff where the topic of a tape 'is of interest:

nor

Several written comments'grom library. volunteers who saw ACCESS tapes
help to em hasize, the..,need for in-service training for vaunteerdas'well as
paid staff: \

.

"My past experience with -library work if qUite'limite&Sd the film;
'Co me, was an,excellent introduction to the various types of jobs
in the library."

'

"As a male volunteer I am very lonely and feel under-used at the'
same time. As a retired person, I at tired,df paper work. When

.. I-made a proposal verbally for a project for exploration I was
asked for a formal written proposal. There we bogged down.
liked the approach to staff orientation."

,

Lib.tarians Outside the Rocky Mountain Region

Since all of, the film and slide footage used in-ACCESS documentary tapes
was taken in the Rocky Mountain Region and all hilt two of the thirteen
panelists in the, panel discussions came frdm Rocky Mountain states, we
wondered if tapes would appeal to librarians outside the region. No comparisons
of,Rocky Mountain versus non=Rocky Mountain individual viewers was made since
most of the situations where Individual; Viewer Response Forms Wreitabulated
were within the region. :

.Workshop Leader 'Forms'
s

'Work'shop Leader Forms Were filled aut in seven states outside the region:
.4

.Alaska
Kansas
Louisiana
Michigan
Nebraska,
Oregon
Wisconsin

24
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Alaska reported very favorable reaction, two-apes having been seen by
stAel.#410. tiff. Comments.incruded:

"We have high praises for their technical quality. Both tapes
mouldsbe.usefui for Alaska's trainidg needs.... Group situations..,
where resource people are available is the ideal situation'for
their use.... We could put 'them to use today if wlLid them."

4IP
0

'Kansas used two tapes in a workshop on Public, Awareness for subregional
librarians and public information consultaats.,, They reported:

e-.

"Useful for orienting-and refreshing staff members and somewhat
useful in promotional work."

4They, rated the tape on Volupteers'in the Library much higher than the zapeo Services to the Blind and Physically Handicapped, with six outof eight
veers recommending the-first for purchase by the state.,and four out of nine

recommending the fatter for, purchase.. 'One comment relating to the tape inservices to the blind wet "since the system used in thefilm differs froM
pine','it would be confusing to local people.r

;I
In Louisiana two .tapes were Shown at a national ihstit t n Continuihg-._Library and Information Science Eaucation..Program Plahning for State Library

Agency Personnel. -The tapes were shown,as "an example of packaged continuing.
education materials." With about fifty viewers present, 'overall respadae was,,judged by:the Wrkshop leader to Ile "good to very good."

In MiChiian four tapes were shown to a tdtal of twelve state library
staff members. Their purpOse was preview for possible workshop uieand theworkshop leader repoited "positive reaction: basic information offered,"
however added in the follow-up phone survey that they felt the "overall quality'.,af.the series was somewhat uneven. Michigan subsequently purchased severerof the ACCESS tapes, for workshop use.

,

Nebraska also used tapes in a state library agency preview-setting "to
--assess 'viability of tapes for Nebraska." ,Their Overall reaction' varied fromtape to tape.

Oregon evaluated two tapes in the context of the,Oregon Library Association
. Annual Conference and reported reaction was "generally favorable." -Here

again, some viewers felt the two tapes were-uneven-4n quality and that they.
were "perhaps useful to different audiences." This may be due to the fact
that one tapewas a panel discussion on fUnding whereas the other was a more'nuts and bolts' discussion on utilizing volunteers.

'
,

In Wisconsin a Ptimberf tapes w ere'shown to "Doctoral and SpecialistLibrary School Students" at the University of Wisconsin's School of LibraryScience. They reported a "negative.response on the whole although Volunteers
Pas seen as having possible uses.' Segments of. other. tapes were seen as good/although not useable in the context. of the whole tape."
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Summary'

'In general the trend among viewers outside the region seemed to be with
critical eye towards purchase. Those situations where we have evaluative

information, are almost all "preview" and not -field "workshop"situations. Wefeel that'although portions of series are probably as useful to rural librar-
ians outside the region, non-Rocky Mohntain.states will want toi.and indeedshould, take a closelook at individual tapes to be sure they meet stateneeds.

A final test of applicability outside the region can be seen in sales'
statistics. -TO date nine states outside the region have purchased one.or..more A-LACS tapes.

Students

Individual Viewer Response Forms

Takinga look at reaction from students at the Graduate School ofLibr4iianship at the University,of Denver who watched several ACCESS tapesas an outside reading assignment for a class.and at .students in the Univer--sity of New Mexico's College of Education who watched several ACCESS to ,we find general reaction is about the same as coMbinedtresponse fro
other individual viewers of ACCESS. Among students, 41% rated ACCESS'tapes"better than toatT:-.And:another-59Z

rated them "about the same as most thatare good." This comparesigft-h--4-67.-and,
52% reapecttuely in these categories

. by the remaining viewer sample. These'stu all Master's degree or
- undergraduate students studying librarianship.

Summary

One library school which borrowed tpes(in Wisconsin) reported generallynegative response to tapes, although they ieported that segments of eachtape they saw seemed useful. Those rating the tapes in the WisCansi'n
situation were Doctoral and, "specialist" library school students.. Perhaps

. .the person with more library training and education tends to be more criticaltthe .tapes, whereas the library student with less experience is moreceptive. We would question the use of ACCESS tapes in library schoolcourses at the graduate level unleig tapes were, carefully previewed by,the
instructor to det.'ermine whether they Meet cUltiiular goals. Were tapes do
meet instructor goals, 'we feel that certain tapes in the series may have
applicability to student

-gr2ups,iparticularly.when 'these groups are composedof undergraduate and beginning, library schoolstudents.

Trustees and 'Civic Groups /

Individual Viewer Response Forms
.

Although'we have no Individual Wiewer Response Farms filled out bytrustees or civic groups, we took a look at librarians' ratings of potential.
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use "for you to use in §ubliZ relations in your community, with community
groups,': and "for you to inform trustees, local ofificialS, etc., about

_ library activities." See TABLE 11 for their responses.

Individual 'Viewer Response' Form: "To what'degree do you- think. this-
video program elong.with its supplementary printed materials would
be,: useful ?" . K-,-r "---

.

..

very

useful.

. .
somewhat
useful

.somet.ihat

useless
very

useless
..

-

for you to use in public re-
lations in your community,

'

with community groups
N = 150

.. .

,

37%

_

43%
-.

. I.

___
---- -

.

r *16%

.

..

-,
,_

,...

5%

N N. . .

t for you to inform trustees., '
local officials, etc.,
about library activities

N = 144 ' P.

,

'35i

, . .

492 .

.

-

,

(

'' 8' ,
..

r
'.." ,.

'.' 14 %. 3%
-

Summary*,

Although-by no Means a unanimous response, it seems,clear that a good
many librarians'would feel comfortable using the tapes with trustees, local
officials or community groups. Comments from librarians during the follow-on
yeaeindicated that they often have to make presentations about the library
to various clubs.-"Oi-groups and that some sort of pre-packaged audio-visual

esentatien could 'be a great help in- these situations. Obviously/ the more
a pac e-Kelated to local service patterhs'the better. Perhaps something
could be done---to_tellox general materials such as ACCESS tapes to local
activities. The ACES tape Volunteers in the Library, for example, might
be followed by a 2 or 3 iinute locally produced slide show on how that parti-

, cular library ,uses volunteers. Or the tape Preschool Story Programs could
be followed by `a-presentation Of the particular library's unique preschool

.

TABLE 11
t.

offerings.

Objective 3: Is reaction equally positive for panel format shows?

'One -of the major objectives of the follow-on year was to determine
whether reaction to ,the panel shows in the ACCESS series was equal to
reaction tor the documentary format shows'. Such information could lead to
wprojecttons for optimum formats for future library continuing education
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video productions. The Documentary shows in the.ACCESS series are eachillik
approximately twenty minutes long and re composed of a series Af slides
and film footage accompanied by a se rate audio track. ,The'panel shows
are 40minupe discussions with 3 4 guests hosted by a panel moderator.
Each panel'shaw,has a short video introdUction which uses slide and film- segments. During"the remainder of,the show the only video is that of thefacesof the guests and moderator, the well-known "talking head" format.

.Since panel shows 'could be produced in one take in. a. studio without extensive
scripting or filming in the field, they were in some ways easier to produce.
They did however require background research in order to prepare the intro-: , du9torysegment and to prepare questions for the moderator to ask guests.
In'the'case of ACCESS, all panelists donated their time to the series:

Topics chosen for the panel format were thoSe which it was felt would
bedifficult to present in afactual format, topics of some controversy or .subs ety. The topics were censorship, library fUnding, assessing communityne nd school library/public library cooperation. Wt attehipted to pull
together a panel for each show which represented at leastftwo statesfand
at least, one working librarian. For some'panels we aLso incorporated non
library experts. For example., 'the censorship tape'consisted of a lawyerwho knows a good deal about Supreme Court decisions on-censorship and two
working_librarians who had dealt with ctnsorship.problemS in their libraries,
one from Colorado and one from_Idaho.

Individual Viewer Response Forms
is

Overall rating of panel shows was 'about the same as overall rating forty,
documentary shows On she Individual Viewer Response FOrms.- See TABLE 12.

Individual Viewer Response Form: "Compared to other programs of this
type, dealing-with libraries, would you say that the program you
saw. . ." ,

.

;-' -,

Responses yo
Panel shows

N = 47

$

Responses td'

Documentary shows
N = 93

.------,
.

is..lbetter than most 45%
lib

.

46%

, is about the'same as most that
are good 51%

.

53%
.

.;

is about the same-as most that'
are bad

A

.

,

2%

,

1%'.

is gorse than most 2% ' 0%

p.

TABLE 12.
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Workshop Leader Forms

A look at responses to 'the panel format hows in the workshop and preview
settings indicates that response to the panels was a good, if not better,
than response toth.documentaries. Sample comments are:,,

School Library/Public Library Cooperation:

"Excellent. Would strongly recommend it' to groups of .

school librarians with very diverse training and
experience who have had difficulty finding a common
background for discussion and planning."

"Clear and equitably discussed by all members and
elements of cooperative. A good response."

Assessing Community Needs:

"Very good. ]nterest and attention high -- most took.
no tes -- said they learned new things . "

Censorship

"Right on target for the defined dbjective."

One state library staff member who fiad seen only portionsof both panel13 and documentary shows expressed dislike for the pAtel format explainingthat "nuts and bolts" type Instruction would be more useful in that parti-
cular state, but this reaction was not born out by individual viewer commentswhich often cited very practical information which'stood out in the viewer'smind. Comments from evaluation forms which seem to emphasize the uni4u
capabilities of a panel iscussion follow,. Thesd were in response to the
question, "What, i - nything, about the program stands out in your mind?"

"The el discussion was_improved by the inclusibn of a citizen,,wit the panel not consisting of only librarians."

"Fact that key people were represented it was-not staged
actors."

"Many questions are raised in my mind from their discussioh...One
realized the impact and seriousness of censorship and the need for
dealing with it from this tape."

, .

,Panel seem4Ikto'beswelt informed .and effective'in their "presentation
..tape did allf 'talk down' to audience."

o

"Well - selected panel -- as a whole a'very creative group with a lot to
say ;- group very interested in each other."

"The woman who had such a large,%creative over view on anything is
possible -- just get involved."
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Summary

Project staff feel that'the reality and first-hand experience-of live
guests can add a great deal of success to Ahe video format.' Perhapia,
complete tape in the, "talking head" style is not the best use of the visual
medium, however at least portions of live comments could probably be included
inmost video packages with great success: . Reception to the comments made

' by atk guestAseemed high and this style of presentation seems especially
useful when. Prying to put across such Lion - factual' aspects of librarianship
as enthusiasm and difference of opinion.

Qbjective 4:, In what settings is ACCESS most useful?

ividual Viewer Response Forts

We asked viewers to e the programs they saw for use in six potential
settings. TABLE 13 show egg ratings..=

\N

-Individual Viewer Response Forms: "To what degree do you think that
this video progrdm along with its supplementary printed' materials
would be useful?"

*.t'\

.r.very
useful

somewhat
useful

somewhat
useless

very
useless

,

for you to use in public relations
is your community, with community
groups t

.

N = 150
36%

.

43%

.

16% 5%

Y
for you to inform trustees, local
officials, etc., ab ut library
activities

N = 144
35%

4

.

49%

.

14%

t

.

3%

.-

for orienting /trains g new staff
iembers,.in your libray

*N = 151 \

.43% 35% 16% 6%

, .

for informing high scool or
lege students about library

work
= 144 .

.
32% 46%

$

19% 3%
_

.

as a basis for . acussion and
exchange of ideas with' -o_tter

librarians
\ ---4

N = 148 \

.1

58%

4

36%

-

5% 1%

..

in workshops, short course or,
generally, as a means of
!'refreshing" your Ideast

N = 148
. 58% 38% / 5%

'

0%
.

TABLE 13
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The highest ratings of potential use relate to in-library use of the
tapes, particularly use in workshops and as'a Basis for discussion. This
reinforces the beliefs of the project staff that audiovisual continuing
education materials are best seen in a group situation where post-viewing
comment and discussion is possibleamong participants.

Workshop-Leader Forms

Comments on, Workshop LeadeForis reinforced the idea that the ideal
use of tapes is in agroup discussion Or workshop session where a resource
person is on hand to tailor the information presented to local needs. One
state libtary staff person for examplAeported

a"etrongoileeling that
tapes must be presented bytomeone

who ii knowledge -617e of theil' content andwho can lead discussion." A staff person in"another stat
"Group situations where resource people a a e, is the ..deal situation
for their use."

Phone Survey

In th- ollow-up phone survey totates which purchased one or more

t
of the A LESS tepee we asked, "In what types of situations do you plan to usetops'

We found that all nine.States contacted planned to use the tape's in
workshop or staff meeting settings. Some planned to use the tapes with their,own staff or with.pther regional library staff members, while most planned
to use the tapes largely with working librarians in the field, usually
citing the smaller libraries i6"-a,prime viewing group. Some states plan on
a regular series use of the tapes. Iowa, for example, repotts that the
ACCESS tapes will be a part of a continuing education'seriei being Offered
through local community colleges for administratots, trustees and staff ofsmall and medium-sized libraries. Several states stressed- the use of.dis-
cussion leaders with the tapes. North,Ddkota, for example, has arranged for
a series of informal meetings in the summer of 1976 to ,which non-degreed,
librarians will be invited. A tape viewing will take'place (both ACCESS
tapes and tapes from other sources will be used) followed'by discussion
led by state library staff. North Dakota stressed the need for discussion
leaders who will be able "to.translate the ideas presented down to a level
the librarians who are seeing the tape will he able to ute." They expressed
the fear that showing tapes without discussion might result in a situation
where viewers feel "that's not for me, they're talking about a 4ifferent
size library." North Dakota reports that.this viewing plan is somewhat of
an experiethent and they hope to know more about its success or failure by
the fall of.1976. Although other states did not specifically state that they
plan to arrange for post-viewing discussion, we suspect the fact that itthe state level agency which is sponsoring the loan of"tapes indicates that
discussion will take place, probably centered on statewide goals.

In summary, most states plan to use ACCESS tapes in precisely the typeof setting our evaluative data indicated was most successful -- the workshop
setting for librarians working in small libraries where there is an opportun-ity for post-viewing discussion.'
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Summary
Sk

ACCESS, staff conclude that although certain librarians will'find c rtaip-t apes valuable for use outsi de the library (with community groups;' scho 1classes, etc.,) the ideal use is in a library in-service training setts g.The 'ACCESS Study Guide 1.s an attempt to package background
information.and tosuggest discussion Tiestions for each tape so that such groups have a point 'of departure for post-viewing discussion,:

4

Objective 5: Was the Study Guid&-useful?

The ACCESS Study Gutde
,tcontains each program in'ehe series, a. brief ptogram 6b3ective, an outline of program content, a list of materialsmentioned in the tape, a list of people who contributed dontent advise, and,finally, a list of suggested discussion questions for post-viewing participa-tion. Introductory sections of the Study Guide give hints on locating andusing video equipmeilf and on how to best utilize the ACCESS series. Tikelast page of the Study Guide is a "tear-out/mail

back" evaluation form whichwe encourage viewers to return' to prtdedt staff. It is a. modification of theworkshop leader evaluation form (see Appendix D).

We had hoped to get significant feedback on the valueof-the StudyGuide by this writing but we now feel it will be anO et-r8-12 mont4s beforecomments are received fromthe field. Many o se filling out WorkshopLeader Forms were not specifically asked-a out the Study Guide (the first...generation of this form,omitted s question). Of the 22 respondentswhofilled out Workshop Lea. orms which asked '!Did you use the ACCESS Study6aide? If so pl comment on. its usefulngss,L14
said they- id not usethe Study:-Gulde at all. of the-remaining 8 responses, most said they lookedat 'just to browse" or "as an example of a study guide." Only 3 saidthey used,it as a discussiop

or orientation guide. /One person commented it'provided orientation to the series and interpreted the intended focus ofeach tape." Another person commented "yes - excellent guide."

Comments from librarians in the nine states which have already purchased,, one or more ACCESS
tapes suggested that even'atomg--p chasers of the seriesthete is still uncertainty as to the eventual use of the. b. uide. Sixof the nine states contacted had no definite plans for its use. Onereported that they plan to distribute the guide to each system wtthin the11 state library regions% They feel the guides will be useful not only with.the rural libraries, but also in,the "training of new personnel in suburbanenvironments since the ideas are quite applicable in both regions." Theyalso felt the guide would be useful for general training ideas to those whodid not have the tapes in hand. Another state reported thatthe Study,Guide would be used in preparing continuing education classes; the samplediscussion questions, for example, ;would be used as a starting point indeveloping a list Of discussion questions most appropriate to'the state's .specLfic needs.

These potential uses reported by a few states are precisely the typesof uses ACCESStaff had in mind when developing the ACCESS Study Guide.Although those few people commenting to date seem to think the guide is well
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prepared and will'be useful, it is still .too earl
Approximately 400 of the guides have been distrib
year and another"150 have been_diatributed_wirh r

We hope that the number of Study Guides in'circulat
feedback on its value.

to.rep
ed fre

s to

t its value.

during the follqw -on

urchasing states:
itlate-luture

Object : Were difficulties concering equipment a major barrier
to using tapes?

hough not directly related to the quality and cOntent of he. video-
, ta s,-we felt it was impor"tant to assess., d&j.ng the follqw-on year, the

eiative availability and ease of use of video_ equipment for library continu-
ing education. Such information can be,invaluable in planning future audio-
visual-aids for library training.

Individual Viewer Response Forms.
,"-

We asked'indiviqual viewers "Does, your library or does any agency 'in
your community have videotape playback equipment?" ( See TABLE 14.),

Individual Viewer Responsse Forms: ."Does your libraty or any agency,
in your community have videotape playback equipment?"

N = 79

"yes" 82%

8%

TABLE 14

We Were pleased to find that 82 %'o those responding indicated they
know of video playback equipment in t eir community. Since we believe ACCESS
tapes will most often be used in a ituaton where librarians' from several
omnihnities congregate for one v wing, we believe the 82% figure,iS a.good
indication that such viewings ould be easily arranged.

Workshop Leader 0

In the worksho, lit-rations we wanted to go one step further and assess
whether, in add to locating equipment, people have any probleme
utilizing it. 1.4 asked "Did you have any problems locating video equipment,
operating the zIiipment, or arranging the setting st) that everyone Present
could see cl' rly?". Answers were not tabulated for "preview" situations
since most of these took place in state libraries where we assumed equipment,
might b more readily available than in the field. Of the 23 workshop - '

respdn es tabulated, 10 indicated '.'no" problpms. Of those reporting some

-
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problems, 8 reported some difficulty locating -a 3/4" cassette player or
simply stated that it had to be borrowed for the viewing. In,odiy two
viewings was there any problem with the actual equipment or/tape: one
machine had no volume control and one viewing session had 'light problems

. with vertical jumping on the tape. One person said it took longer to set
up the equipment than anticipated.

Phone Survey

ki
/

,...

In the follow-up phone survey ts1,.the nine states purchasing ACCESS-

'

..,-, _ tapes we asked, "Dp.you- foresee any equipment problems"? None of the states '

reportedthet-t ey foresee problems. So Me reporXed that tapes will have to
--shown at local community colleges or'other locations where equipment is

available. Several also -reported. that they will be duplicating 1/2"
- black-and-white copies of the CCESS series for.use on reel-to-reelequiR-

ment where cassette care not available.%.0ne,state reporked that they
think ight'get tired carrying heavy. equipment around, for some of the
ural locations but that they/plan to dO an assessment of equipment avail-__

ability this summer to determine the best configuration of viewings. Many
states reported that the good rapport between libtery-syttems and types of
libraries would facilitate a sharing.effort in the viewing of tapes similar

' % toehesharing concept'behind :interlibrary loan. In short, purchasers of
the series were op4rmistic thet'equipment location or use problems would not
present a barrier l'o the use-f the ACCESS.tapes.

.

r--

,

Summary' ,

.

.

1

.
Webelieve that since over,half-of the individual respndents in the

, . 'evaluationphase-and virtually all of.the states contacted in the phOne_ .
. _

,survey xeportforesee no real problem locatiAg playback equipment, videotape
.... is a "-practical medium for library continuing education. Probably 35mm slide

: eiuipmentfrImstrip, ord6mm film equipment still more readily available
than video equipment, but more and more schools and public institutions ere
purchasing video equipment.. The 3/4" cassette format seems to be the most
popular Since it is easier to operate than 1/2" reel-to-reel equipment;

, however,'somestates will. be providing both formats for maximum viewing use.

,

.
,

Objective 7:': What'filture need's, are there,
.

.'Throughout die follow-on year project staff sought input about sugges-
tions for'additional topics'bbich could'be produced in,a videotaK or other
audiovisual format. Librarians suggested specific topics they would find
useful in their particular-library and, general ppiddthey felt would be '..,,
useful to a broad cross - section of librarians.

,
.

.,.
.

/ .

Technical Services and Trailitionat/Library Topics

Several respondents cited the need for "more specific training rather .

th'an ideaexchange." One stressed the deed for "traditional library science
, . ..,' dourseqype productions for utilization to remote and small libraries," and

cited as eithiples tapes' on refeAeote end cataloging. Filing,-catalog'cards
was another toPic suggested.

S.
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Quite a few librarians working in smallspecfai ibraries such as
hospitals and industry felt these basic topics cou be particularly useful
in training volunteers and aides, most of whOm n? e no library training and
do not work full time.

Project staff had made a series content"decision early'on not to treat
technical services topics such as cataloging or reference tools for two -
reasons. First, it was felt that such topics are not inherently visual
and would need to be packaged in multi-m4dia format with much opportunity for
piactice and 'participatiom. Second, systems for technical services vary
considerably from lihrary to library and we felt -it would be difficult to
present specific "how to" informition that would be equally applicable to
all libraries. Although perhaps not valid as topics for "video-Lonly"
packages, it is urged that technical services aspects of librarianship
be given careful consideration-by-Such national continuing_ education
organiiatiOne-as CLENE (the Continuing Library Education Network),and
NCLIS (National Commission on Libraries and Information Science). State
library agencies also typically consider technical service training and
.assistance in their planning. There,seems to be a distinctneed for this
type of pre-packaged "basic"-instruction.

Managerial Topics

Another group of respondents suggested topics on managerial aspects of
librarianship, some specifically suggesting tapes about relations with yarious
authprity or patron groups such as library boards, school administrators
and teachers. Written suggestions include:

4

4
"managerialaspects,of library operation such asmeeting with
the governing board, establishing goald'and obj,ectives,bud ting,
handling employee grievances, etc.,"

"demonstrating ways we can get teachers to use t elibrary,"

"library boards, especially public librar

"how to handle complaints."

The topic of library boafrds'had.been considered by ACCESS staff with
a'decision not to produce,iesince a slide show on library boards was recently

Om wproduced in conjunctith the Coiorgdo State Library. The general al;ea.
of library management however-would seem to-be very appropriate for video
production. 'Role-playing examples Could be used and various approaches to
Problems discussed.. The one tape in the ACCESS series which did treat a
"dealing withspeople'tyPe bf proSleMAs entitled Determining thd Library ,

'User's Need. It contains everal,simple role-playing situations and did-
eussei various approaches to dealing Ilith'patrons.;;The.tape has been very
well received, and project staff believe a Similar video approach could be
successfully,usedo cover other managerial aspects of, library work.

Service to-Special Groups

One of the 'questions asked on the Individual Viewer Resppnse Form is
,;,'Have you identified any 'groups in your Copmunitywho are unseived now or,
in your opinion, could be better serveI ?" We combined answers to this,
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question with answers on workshdp ader forms to'arrive at possible sug-
gestions for tapes,on,services t special groups.

Ten respondents cited thnic-minorities, presumqbly which live in
ssignificant numbers in their area. ThoSe cited included. Native Americans,
Mexican-Americans, acks And Vietnamese. Eight respondent cited the
elderly, shut-i or senior citizens. Four mentioned the business conlinunity.

ecLstaff believe that servi to special user groups is an ideal \,Far forthe de/elopment of t'faining tapes. Serving special groups is often
matter of ideas -- ideas'df ways to reach but to these groups and ideas

of materials and programs that best meet their needs. Whereas video may atbe the ideal medium for teaching a library technician how to file cards ''it
is an excellent medium' f r exchanging ideath. Video. can combine the comments,
'activities and enVaasias s of librarians in a varietyof locations who are
trying to serve the same special user group. The U. S. Office of Education has
recently authorized fund ng for an in-depth video series on serving senior
citizens. Production will start in the winter of 1976-77 at.the'University
of Denver. We- look forward to this series as an opportunity to test video
both as an in- depth'training tool and as a medium for in-service training onservice to speciaf"iroups.

/

Video Extracts

Finally, several people commented on ways that'portidns of ACCESS tapes
could be used out of context. One workshop leadqr suggested that the 'portion
of the Public Relations tape dealing with energy-impacted communities in
the West be "dubbed off and offered as a separate item to libraries in
energy-impacted:areas in the Rocky Mountain Region." Another librarian
suggested that short portions of a 'number of the ACCESS tapes be dubbed
off for use as IV spots promoting libraries.

eonsideration should be given to vrdao as a medium for producing such
.'spot messages" or "trigger messages" for use in,public relations and as
discussion starters.

SUMMARY OF FOLLOW-ON YEAR EVALUATION

,Although sometimes criticized on their lack Of appropriateness to a
particular need or...On a technical aspect of production, atno point_during
the ACCESS projedI were any tapei criticized concerning facts or informat on
presented. Project staff attempted to make tapes widely available for d
cussion And tapes were sent tocall those who requested them except cases .where Part4ulartopics requested were already out on loan. es were
used in a wide variety of situations and overall reaction s extremely
favoTable. We project that the use of.the Study Guide Which cies program
objectives, and the ability to premiew tapeswillbelp librarians succ-: -
fully match tape content'with-their own bjectives, We look forwar to

ireceiving continued,evaluativeffeedback n thepfuture via the f included
in the back of the Study Guide.. ,
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''B. TAPE DISTRIBUTION

1. ALTERNATIVES
4

1

fV

ACCESS staff had hoped to test the feasibility of transmitting ACCESSvideo programming in a number of'different ways to rural sites. Projectedal ernative means of distribution were cable television, public broadcast-g, satellite and U.. mail for use with video
playback equipment.,, Itacame,apparent during the project year that sending tapes by mail for useon video ,playback equipment is the. most appropriate means of distributing-programming with the use of domestic satellites a possible future alterna-tive.' Cable teleVision and public broadcasting are not worthwhile avenuesof-distribution four programming,of limited appeal, i.e., directed to oneprofessional group. The following sections discuss briefly the pros and consof the four ditttibution

alternatives explored.

a. CABLE TELEVISION

tw

AYtfiough tostcable television stations are equipped to handle 3/4"video cassettes and have a commitment to provide local programming, cable isnot, an appropriatemeans of distribution for'ACCESS)programming in mostlocationt due to the following reasons.

-= Although in larger metropoIltan areas there are many Oublies
institutions which'are wiOV for cable such as schools and libraries,in the smaller rural'tawns.for

which ACCESS programming is designed
- this is still not the case.

I

)

-- A great deal of coordination'i required ta alett a group-of
librarians that a 'program will be transmitted by cable at a specifictime. The cable operator must be `contacted -and willing to trans-mit the program;

a survey must be'made of the-locations-cif receiving
equipmiOuflibrarians inlet be grouped according to receiving lo-cations and informed of an.upcoming program schedule. An experimentof dip rieture was attempted in a rural area near Denver and the) 'coogdfnation broke down at. the library organization point. Onlyfour out of about thirty schools' in- the cable area had 'receiving
equipment and it became extremely difficult to determine what

'librarians might be able to get to- these four locations, what-times would be conventent,.and if indeed q!e. 'programming would bea0propdateto their needs. TheexperimenT was abandoned since itseemed to be an
experimentsin-loO.stics rather than the provision

'of needed services'.

ACCESS programming is of 11.10.ted audience appeal and whereas some4,
,able companies may be willing to transmit the programs if"they
have empty channel time, as channel time becomes tight it isdoubtful `whether cable operators could be convinced to transmitlibrary programming withoUt compensation.

3 ;
-- Finally,, distributing ACCESS programming by cable usually involves

distribution to a number of separate points simultaneously.Individual librarians or very small groups. would watcla program.
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in different, locations. Sucht-a; configuration of vieWing-wbulod
preclude the opportUnity for post-viewing-discussion which has
seemed in ACCESS evaluation to be one of the most wortbwhile'aspects
of tape viewing.

Perhaps the most obvious argument against using cable as a distribution
mode for ACCESS programming is that it adds an unnecessary administrative
step to an-otherwise simple process. Any location which is equipped to"
receive cable'programming in a-pUblic location probably also has video
playback equipment. Tapes can be mailed directly to such a locationfrom
a state libraryor other loan point for group viewing at any time. With.
such a loan setup there is no need tocdehl with a cable company; all, steps
can be accomplished among librarians.' The 'tapes can be watched at the

convenience of the group and tapes can be replayed or stopped dtiring playingfar discussion or clarification.

Although cable does not seem feasible for full scale EXCESS transmission,
cable Companies may be able to provide other services to libraries wishingto use ACCESS programming. A local Cable operator may be able to help
libraries duplicate tapes; they could provide facilities for previewing or,,
viewing tapes at a cable studJo; they might transmit short portions of
ACCESS tapes as publit&serviceannouncements about libraries.-

,

attempted experiments at using-cable, all cake companies contaoted were
extremely helpful and their. potential support Of video activities should notbe overlooked.

b. 'PUBLIC BROADCASTING

In October 1975 members of the ACCESS staff met with a representativeOf the Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting. It was deter-
. mined at that time that!public broadcaeting was not a viable means of.

distribution for ACCESS tapes due to theirwlimited audience appeal.
Whereas the use of cable television to transmit ACCESS is simply inconven
ient, the use '04 public broadcasting channels is almost impossible due to
the limited audience appeal o.the programming and the large audience area,which public broadcasting reaches.

Although not appropriate for programming broadcast, the same services
which might be provided for libraries by-cable operators might be provided
by public broadcasting studios. PBS stations might be of assistance in
arranging for tape duplication, for previewing of tapes; and in broad-
casting library public selkiice announcements-. Tape duplication in parti-
cular would not be a free service, but libraries should not overlook the
expertise of PBS stations if there arean,.located nearby.

4

Ac. SATELLITE ,s

AOCESS'staffhas folloiged' closely. the development of domestic satellitecommunicationOor uselby public service groups duch as dthools, hospitals
and libraries. 'Two general areas of satellite activity have been watchedclosely: the progress of the NASA-launched

communications satellites, Ansi
the activities othe Public Service Satellite tonsortium which was startedin 1975 for the purpose ,of'assisting potential satellite users.
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NASA-Launched' Communicatiohs Satellites
.

.
-

4---..
.

4 On January 17, 1976; Jane John ofehe project staff attended the
launch of the Communications

Technology SaiellIte ('CTS) from Cape Kennedy
in Florida.. A NASA User Meeting took place at the daunch which served tobring ACCESS staff up to date on the possible use of ''the as foiltrans-
mitting ACCESS programming.*

y, , '

.?

.
The SALINET concept (Sitellite.tibliary'Information

Net4ork),of which
ACCESS, is-one of fojg projected types.of..14brary.Trogramming;iwas tcceptedas a user of "the CTS in March 1974.. This user acceptance'status'providedfreesatellite time for library,experimentation.but did not provide ani,

/funds for program developmentor administrative costs. The ACCESS project
'staff took a posiqanduring the production year that all ACCESS programming

' 'should be develop ea independent, of:satellite plans, but still be. capable of
beingtransmitted by satellite.. All ACCESS tapes are on-2" quadruplex

'

master tapes capable of satellite
t'ransmissio'n, but.for the purposed of

general distribution they are dubbed (Alto 3/4" colozivideocassettes:
Al-/...though the most appropriate 'leans

of'distribiltingACCE§S,prograds now seemsto be the loan of these 3/4" cassettes,'we'aie still interested in maintain-
ing our user status aboard the CTS so that libraries may have the opportunity
to experiment with satellite transmission.

. \
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.

'.It W oas riginally thought that 56 downlink sites in the Ro'cicy MouRtain
region which were already in place from a career education 'project conducted
by the.Federation of Rocky Mountain States (Called the Satellite Technology
Demonstration) could-be modified for use with'the CTS.' It bedade apparentin the, fall, of i975 that this was o longer feasible. First,'the,coitf*omodification was quite high; Sec d, it was decided by NASA and other
national satellite concerns, that Viese:sites should'be left as is for future
use with the satellite for which_they were developed -- the ATS-6 (Appli-
cations Technology Satellite-O. 4The ATS-6 was the firpt W.S. satellite

ito carry educational experiments'and after expdimentation in the United 4i States 1t was moved to a position above Africa for experimentappm-in India.The ATS-6 Will be. returned for experimentation to the United gates during
the summer of 1976. 1f, all goes well, It will be 're'aciir- for transmission.
again in the fall of 1976..

Without the 56 sites in the Rocky Mountain region which it was originally
,thought could be used with' the CTS, the SALINET'project faced the situationof having a series of lib-iary programs (ACCESS) ready for transmission, but

. no downlinks in the region which were capable of receiving transmission from,,*the qatellit4: Negotiations began around the fall of 1975 to use some
amount of time on five experimental

downlink facilities which were,. being,donated.to NASA frOmlJapan for use with thd CTS. The Japanese were interested
.in testing the technical performance df this sample.equipment. As ofthis . 'writing it appears that fivb Japanese downlinks will be .put in placeby theRublic Service Satellite-ConsortiuM in.conjunction with NASA, in the Rocky , '.-Mountain-fdeon. It is likely that ACCESS programs'carebe transmitted via4

et14:cTs to these five'downlinks'On an, experimental basis.. The downlinksWill also be used by a number of other CTS experimenters such as medical and
educational group's. T probable locations of these five.downlinks at.this '

I
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writing are:

Durango,''Colorado
Laramie, Wyoming
Lawrence, Kansas.
Missoula, MonAana
Sioux F411s, South Dakota

There'dis also someliklihood that ACCESS programs can be transmittedon ATS-6 when it returns from India: If this is the case ACCESS could betransmitted to the 56 rural downlink sites already in place in an eight stateRocky Mbuntain Region.

Public Service Satellite Consortium

In conjunction with the developments of the CTS experimental satellite,ACCESS staff and the SALINET Board have also been following the developmentof the Public Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC). PSSC was formed in 1975as a coordinating body for public service users of satellites. PSSC plansto work with its members andA)otehtial members in defining theirtelecommuni-cation needs and then to work with all potential users to aggregate -theirsatellite needs, eventually' acting as a broker for satellite time.' Publicservice_users include such groups-as educational institutions, hospitals,public broadcasting'statiohs and libraries. ACCESS staff believe that the_Public Service Satellite Consortium 'will be a vitallinkin
future...planning.for library use of satellites. For their services PSSC will eventuallycharge a fee.

The SALINET Board approved membership in the Public Service SatelliteConsortium in July 1975 and has continued td')folloW the deVelppment of PSSC.br. Ruth-Katz, Director of the ACCESS project, has attended several of the .'PSSC meetings. It now seems likely that NASA will have an ongoing contractualrelationship with the PSSC and it is important therefore that libraries' interested in satellite use follow the developments of both agencies. PSSChas been instrumental in selecting sites for locating the Japanese downlinks, and has met in Denver with ACCESS and SALINET staff to discuss oti* futureplans.

Although actual shtellite transmission would not take placeuntil afterthe end of the currently funded project, ACCESS staff feel confident that'satellite communications hold en important futu;e for library services. Dr.Ruth Katz, Director
of.the University of Denver's Center for Communicationand Information'Reseaich, will continue td follow the, progress of the CTS,the A1S-6 afid'the PSSC-and will make every effort to. try at least some testtransmissions of ACCESS programs in the Rocky Mountain Region.

, d. VIDEO PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT
- :

1)y firthe most workable means pf distributing ACCESS tapes is the use of
.

the mailSlo loan tapes to interested parties who then use video playbatkeq4pment to view tapes at their own convenience. This became increasingly
kapparent-ftigg'the.prpject year as'a great number of people"asked to borrow'tapesdiy mail and eaidthatthey hAd equipment on which-to play the tapes.

,t
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It,was discovered &Ming the ACCESS evaluatioftactivities that well over
half",phose who used ACCESS tapes during the follow-on year had no troubleat a 1 locating video equipment or operatingit easily. Among those wlo

4 reported smile difficulty, mAny simply stated that they had to'borrow equip-
ment but that otherwise they had no equipment difficulties. In a follow-up
phone survey to the nine states which have purchased one or more ACCESS
tapes we asked "How do you plan to distribute tapes"? and "Db you foresee
any equipment problems "? Virtually all respondents said that they plan to
use tapes within the state library

agency headquarters or loan the% out to
libraries within the state for useon playback equipment. No state mademention of transmitting tapes through an educational television circuit
(ETV), cable or other tele-distribution means. None foresaw any real

. problems locating playback equipment and many commented that more and moreschools and libraries are purchasing such equipment. Several commented thatthey will be using playback equipment at schools and community colleges sincesome pf the libraries do not have equipment yet.
.

Mailing tapes to interested parties for use on playback equipment hasseveral advantages over most other video distribution modes. These advantagesinclude:

-- Tapes can be ,borrowed and played at an 'tkthe convenient to the
particular group; -

mailing tapes relatively inexpensive method of distribution
if playback equipment is available;.

-4*

p.
.....,,

..

more and more schools, libraries and othkinstitutions are
.,ipurchasing video playback equipment; the 3/4e.color cassette ,,,,

,system in particular is becomifig a popular format;`
'...!.:-

'''' ' % .'
-- when used with playback video equipkent tapes can be stoPpea in :

progress, replayed or otherwise manipulated for purposes of review..
. and discussion;

-- watching tapes on a playback deck usually involves getting a group
of people together for a viewing -- perhaps even congregating-at
a central setting such as a local community college - such

.

gatherings foster group discussion and reaction to a tape which is
' known to enhance the experience'of an audiovisual training package.

. .

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

We believe that videotape is a workable medium for library continuing
educaO.oh. It is doubtful whether a number of smaller individual librarieswould ever want to purchase library continuing education videotapes, but theloan of tapes from a central point such as a state library for use On playback
tquipment seems to be a.successful distribution System.

Satellites offer a possible future distribution means ;for library con-tinuing education programming.
Particularly.when 67o-way capabilities' of

41
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satellites are deVeloped thgre may e an opportunity to provide a feedback
and "question and answer'! type exp nce'for librarians who are truly,

-.isolated from traditional library con inuing education experiences.
Satellites may also offer the opportunity to combine a number of library

!.services at one site, .for example the transmission of bibliographic data. ..

opportunity to discuss Troblems With librarians at distant sites and other
such services. It is recommended that the library profession folloW closely
the development of communications satellites, particularly through the
development Of'the Public Service Satellite Cdnsortium.

' C. PUBLICITY
4

During the project year, staff sought a number of ways to publicize
the ACCESS series. Tapes were shown at national library conferentes and
institutes as well as internationally. Tapes were mailed for preview or
evaluation to a number of states. Updates on project progress and copies..
of the Study Guide acdompadying the ACCESS series were mailed to approximately
500 interested individuals or organizations. The following sections
summarize the gays in whidh the project was publicized.

1. NATION 'PUBLICITY = *

a,. STATES
,

4 o. .

The ACCESS demonstration tapg:or,,sample tapes' from the series have been
seen in the following 29 state'liSrary agencies: .,

Alabama ' *Kansas , Ohio
Alaska Maryland .. Oregon aet
Arizona Michigan Pennsylvania*.
California Minnesota

l--SOUthDakotaiC6lorado Missouri Texas
Connecticut , *ntana Utah
'Florida ' Nebraska, 4. Virginia
Idaho Nevada 'Wisconsin
Indiana New Mexico Wyoming
Iowa North Dakota

b. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Universities or Colleges where the ACCESS demonstration tape or sample
tapes from the series have been previewed include:

Arizona: Arizona State University Library, Temle.

California: University. of Southern California, School of Library
Science, Los Angeles.

.
- Colorado: Aims Community College Library, Greeley.

Idaho: Ricks College Library, Rexburg.

et.. \
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Louisiana: .Gradukte'Scpol of Library Science, Lduisiana State IlniVersity,
Baton Rouge.

IROMaryland: College Of Library
and-Information Services,-University'of

-Maryland, College Park.

Massachusetts: 'School. of Library ScienCe, Simmons College, Boston.

'Missouri: Northeast Missouri State University Library, Kirksville.

.New Mexico: College of Education, University of New sMexico, Albuquerque.
New York: State University of New York Library, Albany.

South - Carolina: College of Librarianship; University of South Carolina,Columbia.

WisConsin: Library School, University of Wisconsin{, Madison.

c. CONFERENCES AND INSTITUTES

ACCESS tapes were also shown or the project presented at the followinglibrary conferenceS and institutes during the project year.

July 22, 1975 ' `American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics---
Conference

A paper on 4SALINET4and on the ACCESS project was presented jointly byRuth-Katz, Project Director and Margaret Goggin, Dean of the University ofDenver Graduate School of i..ibrarianshil5.
.

-

- August 7, 1975 'Tape Showing at the University of Denver

A public showing,of
Denver's ei-aduate School
to all those locally' who
of any'' tape.'

the ACCESS tapes was given at the University of
of Librarianship. Letters of invitation were sent-
had partiCipated in production or content development

n

September_29.---10ber 1,,1975 ' Federal Interagency Field Library Workshop
.

Jane John and Ruth Katz showed tapes at the Federal Interagency FieldLibrary Workshop in ,Dallas; Texas.. Tapes were shown in a special meeting of80 librarians from the Departmeht of the Interior as well.as in the generalexhibit area to librarians from manybranches of government. Attendancewas at 'the request of Mary Huff ear, ,Director, National Library of Natural,Resources. Ms. Huffer was, interested in possible applications of ACCESS tosome of the more rural
settings where DOI libraries are locatedsuch as atnational parks and on Indian reservations:'
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October 17, 1975 'Wisconsin Library Association

Dorothea Hiehing from the project staff showed ACCESS tapes to twelve
regional library system directors during the Wisconsin Library Association
annual conference in Madison.

October 19-22, 1975 Colorado Library AssociatiOn/Mountain Plains Library
Association

ACCESS staff showed tapes, to two scheduled meetings and for three days ina suite at the combined annual conference of the Colorado Library Assbciation
and the Mountain Plains Library Association in Denver. We eetimate'rhat more
than 300 librarians saw portions of one or more tapes at thig conference.
Project staff used this conference as an opportunity to present a rough
draft of the ACCESS Study Guide to a number of librarians for comment.

January 21-25, 1976 ALA Midwinter Conference and CLENE Fair

Dorothea Hiebing and Ruth Katz showed ACCESS tapes,lara suite during theALA Midwinter Conference in Chicago. The tapes were also shown at the
CLENE Continuing Education Fair during the first CLENE Assembly;

March 1976 Institute on Continuing Library and Information Science
'Education Program Planning

ACCESS tapes, including-.the demonstration tape, were. shown to state library
agencylpersonnel from a number of states who attended the Institute on Con-
tinuing Library and. Information Science Education Program Planning for StateLibrary Agency Personnel. The 'conference was held at the Louisiana State --University Graduate School of Library Science and was 'funded under HEATitle II-B.."

March 17, 1976 Colorado Chapter of the Special Libraries Association

Background informaeion on satellites and a presentation on the ACCESS
project were made torthe Colorado Chapter of the Special Libraries Associa-tion in Denvek.

-April 1976 Education of Prospective State Library Agency Professional
Personnel

' !Three ACCESS, ta s were used as part of this federally funded instituteheld =at the Wyoming State Library, to train potential state library agencypersonnel.
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April 28 -30, 1976 Oregon Library Association

Two full ACCESS tapes and the demonstration tape were shown at the
Annual Conference of' the Oregon Library Association.

May 2-41_ 1976 ,Idaho Library Association

Jane John and Ruth Katz attended the Annual Conference of the'Idaho
Library Association in Burley, Idaho. Tapes were shown as part of subject
presentations on Ablic relations and on censorship.

June 7-9, 1976 Special Libraries Association

A po6ter session on the ACCESS project was displayed at the annual
convention of the Special Libraries Asbociation in Denver, Colorado.
Project staff had an opportunity to diicuss potential applications of
-video training materials in special library situations.

2. INTERNATIONAL PUBLICITY

Efforts were made during the project year to explore potential appli-
cation of ACCESS tapes in countries other than the United Stqtes% These
efforts served both to publicize the ACCESS project and to-,help other
countries and-fragencies develop plans for library continuing education., ,

Australia

4
5

,-,'Project information and sample tapes were sent to Australia. Both'
the Department of Librarianship at the School of Mines and Industries,
Victoria, and the School of Librarianbhip at the University of New South
Wales in Kensington were interested in, possible applications of ACCESS'
tapes to the rural library situation in Australia.

r

Canada

----I,CCESS tapes werecsent for evaluation to'ili,Medicine-Hat College
Library in Alberth, Canadaand to-the Northeastern Regional Library SIstet
in,Ontario, Canada., Both WerOnterplited it poSsible applications of
ACCESS tapes toitlibiary need0An,Canadw. ,

,L.

'Colombia, South America

0:

4,'s

°.,
Two tapes were sent on Permanent-loatl to'theInteramerian Library. se;'?

School (EIB), University of Antidquia,A4edellin,.dolombia: The illa s weW,
' shown there in February 1976 to a group of Colombian librarians; a visiting

**,
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,/
..professor from Brazil and a group of education professors from the Universityof Antioquia. There.was also a tape showing at the third national meetingof .EIB librarians In Colombia, Colombian librarians are interested-It theapplication of-video to library training needs.

a

A 1/2 inch tape Containing-three ACCESS programs was also sent tbCecilia Granados, Centro arlombo-AmeriCano in Bogota.

J
India

Project staff helped tohost a visitor td the University of Denyerfromcv. India who expressed interestIA ffiedia applications in education. The visitor.,'Fled an opportunity to view ACCESS tapes and discuss ACCESS with _project4 ,

, -

I

United States Information Agency

The United States Information Agency has been very interested indeveloping video and
telecommunications applications for training field sitepersonnel. 'During the project year--tuth Katz met several timesiwithvarious staff at the U4S.I.A. in Washington, D. C. In addition, projectstaff hosted ,'3 U.S.I.A. field librarians at the University of Denver. Alibrarian from Hong Kong and one from Uruguay both spent several hours at,-:the Center for Co6munitation

and Information.11esearsh
discusSing\the ACCESSproject and viewing sample tapes'. Tapes were subse4uently sent to Hong Kongfor use in ;raining

U.S.I.A. library staff:, Another U.S.I.A. visitor wasAnn Hopping who has recently gone to Santiago, Chile as USIAregionallibrary director. T

D. PRODUCT DISSEMINATION PLAN

One of the major decisions facing ACCESS -staff during the fbllow-onyear was howto bring the ACCESS series out of the academic confines of thebniversity of Denver whetd' it was produced'and into, the fiela,where itcold best be utilized. AS described in'the section on distribution, itwas learned .early on that many' library groups yho wished; to use ACCESS tapesalready had video playback lequipment and simply wanted to borrow tapesthrough the,Mails. ,It was felt that if tapes could be distributed-to head-rquarters'ofacilitating agendas within states, thesetentral agenciescould then'loan'tapes within the state to interested librarians. We'feltit was especially*important to get sets of the tapes out to states andregions since the project ends in June 1976:

e.

' C

,'
, kIt was decided to make tapes available for d,fee toanyone interested,.butto make a spcial attempt to ncourage state libraries'to plirchase the*.Pariee.% It waelurther decided to mafeextapep-'aVailabli

directly%frilm the'University' #_Denverso that any funds aCeriling froi 4aeeminatioriof the-tapes could be channeled into 4 Al',revalvg fund.that, would support future ', .production effotts-of interest tb'liPrarfans. 'One' alte tjatl.ve -ttiat_waseJejected Was the distribdtioti,of tapes' through a compeic al, :firm It was .. : ,b, . .o.00 , .,
. .* ' (

, .

o

..
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felt that ACCESS staff had already developed a rapport with a number of the
states and'agencies interested in purchasing the series and that distributing %
through a commercial firm would negate the firsthand manner in which ACCESS
staff madg the decision to distribute tapeS-directly from,the University ofDenver, to seek copyright on the ACCESS series,, and to make statedlabraries
the primary target for informa4pn on series availability. the following
steps were taken based on these decisions.

1 :4 COPYRIHT

. 41Since the'University of Denver would be taking a risk in disetibuting
',tapes in the sensefthat initial sets o tapes had..to e APlicated, pack-,

aging materials orda, d end demonstration tapes plicated; we sought per-
missidn from tti.t.r. . Office of Education copyright the ACCESS series
in order<tdproteet these (investMents.ujl1 copy, of out marketing" strategy
was sent Co the COpyright Officer of the U.S, Office of Education with a'
request far permission to copyright. Copyright was denied on the. basis of
the small estimated size-of.the eventual' market. The Copyright Officer
explained that copyright permission is granted only in cases Where a sub-
stantio al potential market exists. The Copyright Office did however approve
the marketing plan as presented and placed no restrictions.on the:priCing
or mg.thod-of distribution to be undertaken:

'.f

Based on this feedback ACCESS staff made several marketidg decisions.Since the principlebehind our marketing plan was to distribute eapeSto
'ttate library agencies which would in turf distribute to individualslibrar-.ies within the state, 'we wanted the states to Dave as much latitude as
possible in distribution within eheii state. We wanted.tosentourage liberal
duplication of tapes,withirita0 ktateso that thdebroadest possible
.1Udietice-would be reached. We.decidecIto encourage states to duplicate,.
freely within their boundaries ineto'ask that in order 'tb,suppoft a re- -'
volvint fund fOr further production, thatfCbey not circulate tapes outside
their state koundaries for duplication:,' To date most "states we have talked
,with understand this plan and have been most cdoperatiVe-in carrying it out.

.12. MARKET SURVEY AND PRICING

Having decided on a plan'Ywhereby we hoped to reach state iribrary Agencies,
our next step bedame pricing: It was difficult to compare ACCESS with prices
of commercial videotapes ;since first, commercial tapes are devel"op"ed for a-
broader marker and second, commercial tapes do nOt usUally include privileges
to duplicate as many tapeS as necessary with the.state of purchase. However,we did make brief comparisons of costs fiiir educational videotapes distributed.by suchfirms as Public Television Library, Time-Life Video'and EncyclopediaBritannica Films. We then estimated the,total costs.of,duplicating, videa7.
tapes; dhpltEating the ACCESS Study Guide, hiring staff to handle distribution
of tapes, packaging materials, and postage. We combined average costs of '.,

. educational videotapes fromcommercfhl distributors with our estimated-costs'.
and arrived at a,$2,200 --$4,800 pride range for the series per state:
including 20 Study Guides and privilegesto,duplicate as many pets as desired
'within the state of purchase.- We projected Aarging'the higher figure until

'
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we were ableLti make finerarrangeMentg with a tape 'duplicating .firm and
eventually arrived at a figure of$3,800 per pet aftei duplication negotia-
tiOns were complete.

After a first announcement of availability was Mailed we
1
had a number'

r individual tapes. We had anticipated-that most states would
probably be interested in purchasing the complete series and then loaning
specific tapes to specitic.groups, however,- the number of statesiwisAing to
purchase,individdal tapes was considerable. Some states indicated that they
already had training materials oniparticula.rtopics that were gearecfclosely
to their particular state goals, Others cited budget restrictions which

precluded buying the complete series at' once. Others felt the quality of
appropriateness of particular tapes was not right for their state but,that,
other tapes were yaluable. ACCESS staff revised the pricing structure after
several month's to offer 'individual tapes at a slightly higher per-tape cost

-

than.theseries cost. The additional cost is due to, the fact that Wits single
tape orders full sets can no longer be bulk ordered from the duplicating firm
at the lever bulk_ price. It would, seem imSortant in the fdture that similar
arrangements be made,for potential purchasers of audiovisual materials to
"mix and match" items as best meet their particular objective, and that
groups of-training'aids be offered sepaiately as well as in series packages

3. DUPLICATION

A survexiwas made of posalfte duplicating*rms'whichcould handle
duplicationof the series from the° 2" quadrdplex masters to 3/4" cassettes.
Some of.the,factots important for our'needs,were:'

Turnaround time foi'SUbbing;
. ,
-- cost per" set when duplicated in single sets and cost per set

when doPlicated in batch`orders;

willingness to undertake a potentially'small ordet-,(we had no way,
of predicting how many sets.we would want auplicated);,

-- quality of tape S-thck end, quality. of duplication;

viillingness'to stand behind quality (to replace defective tapes,
etc.).

'.
. ANNOUNCEMENT OF AVAILABILITY

. . One bf the most ippor'tant Steps in disseminating the ACCESS series was
. ,

..-" publoicizing its availability: In January 1976a mailer was sent to all '
-4-

persona on the ACCESS mailing list., which was comprised of,anyone who had
. Made intluiiy about the.

,
prOject over the previous 18 project months, and to

,- .

all statelibraryagencies. oA separate mailing''was sent to the heads of .-
. , State fArhries and.to,Ole staff develdpment or continuing education staff

person withineach state g

5
bratfagency. See

2
Appendix E' for a sample of this.. . . ,

, .' ...
. .A * ! ' , i. ,- "
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mailing. The mailing briefly described the series, including a list of topies,L_
_and offered for inspection a'free Study Guide and the,loan of a 13-minute
demonstraiiontape which includes sections of four'ACCIPS tapes. The demon-
cstratIon tape was developed as a means of publicizing the ACCESS project and
is used for the purpose of introducing the ACCESS project at speeches and

,

.conventions as well as for mailing to:prospective purchasers of the series.

The firiit mailing in January broughtmumerous requests to' iiorrow 'the
demonstration tape. Approximately 40 demonstration tapes were loaned during
the period January-June 1976. These went to ,approximately 30 different
states and 4foreign countries. Approximately 400 Study Guides were mailed
out free to people who bbrrowed the dempasEration,tape or otherwise ex-
pressed interest in the-completed ACC* series. A packet of ordering
iliformation'was'sent with the demonstration tape(see Appendix F).

In many cases states requested full eapes.On preView or tapes to use In
a workshop setting so that they might bett judge the value of the ACCESS
series in their state. Those-- who borr d complete tapes were asked to
fill out evaluative datagOn how they. ed,the,tapes. This feedback forms
the basis-of the evaluation activity undertakenrduring the follow4gn year
and described elsewhere in this report.

0

To date (JUne 19,76) nine states have purchased one or molie'ef/he ACCESS
tapes. Most states, in a-follow-up phone survey, plan to use th(tapes in
precisely the way ACCESS staff had projected: they will make several duplicate
sets and loan tapes from the central location pf the state library agency.

5. WICHE
I.

During the project year ACCESS staff entered into discussion with the
Western Interstate Commission on Higher 'Education (WICHE) regarding a
possible;group purchase of ACCESS tapes by WICHE member states. Preliminary
arrangements were made to offer al 10% diScount to member states which purchased
tapes together. This discount is possible since'there is a,slight reduction
in duplication cost when tapes are ordered from the duplicating firm in bulk. .

It was also'thought that this was a way of offering a slight benefit to
.

states in the Rocky Mountain Region for which the series was originally
des-i-grietrt WICHE would take on the responsibility of any 'additional publicity
and the hatching of orders required forthiS arrangement. At this writing
no plan has been finalized.

6. ESTABLISFIXENT OF REVOLVING FUND

The Kinciple behind offering ACCESS tapes for a fee is to both cover
duplicating, and distribution costs and to establish with remaining funds a
revolving production fund which can be used to develop future library con-
tinuing education matefials. Government funding typicdlly is provided for
experimental projects but not for continued development of a proven idea.
In order to continue a project started with government funding some means
is needed for self-perpetuation. The revolving furid is a way of asking those
interested in-efforts Pike ACCESS to support-similar continued efforts:

o
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'A separate fund has been started at the University of Denver to receive
and spend funds related to distribution of ACCESS tapes and the production of
additional continuing education packages. No funds were spent out Of the
fallow-on project,budget for any matters relating to 'the distribution of
tapes to purchasing states; Dr, Ruth Katz, Director of the Center for
Communication apd Information Reiearch at the University of'Denver, would
welcome suggestions from-the field as to the,most appropriate directions for
future production. ''suggestions received from the field during the past year
'are summarized in'the evalgation section of-this report,

7. CONCLUSIONS

ACCESS staff was concerned with the continuation of ACCESS at the close
of grant funding, continuation both 4rilterms of availability of the ACCESS-
series and the production of;future.con inuing educa49n materials.. We
believe that materials produCed on govetment grants need nat necessaaly
be !'thothballed" at tjie clbse of giant peHod if a sOtable means of per-
'petuakion can be developed. The decision to market the ACCESS series with',
thea0Proval of the U.S. Office of Education,is an attempt to assure cog-

, thrued use of ACCESS and similar materials.. We have. found that although
the series was completed in the fall of 19/5, we are continually contacted
'by people who have just heard of the' series ,or are just now interested in
utilizing it. This Jag between production and use is probably typical of
many training aids and should be taken into consideration in developing
continuation policies:

.;
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The two years of the ACCESS project have resulted,in the production of
16 training videotapes, a demonstration' tape which shows excerpts, from the
series, a slide show- about the profect, and theStudy.Guide.which accompanies
the series. Evaluative results include-repommendations for the best ways
in which ACCESS can be utilized (see Section II A of this report), and.th'e-
bese ways in which ACCESS can'be distributed '(see Section I/ B of this
report). .,
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. Primal.), and Secondary Audiences .,
.

The primary audience"for which ACCESS was developed the'non-degreed
`library staff pefson working in a'small public library in the'Rocky Mountain.
Region' -- responded best to the series. 'However, where the topic'was
apprOpriate we found that Secondary audiences -- those which differed in one
or, more characteristids from the primary audience --,reacted almost equally
well to ACCESS tapes. We conclude that where they subject is of interest,
it is not important what types of examples are used (public library versus
school:library settings for example) or what primary audiente is addressed.
Librarians of all types seem to be able to make'mental adjustments and glean
from the tapes what is important to them;

2. Production Format

Some criticism was voiced that the 'capabilities of video were not fully
' utilized in some of the ACCESS tapes. Most of this criticism was aimed at

tapes - produced early in the series. We conclude that experience leads to a
more polished production style and a better use of the visual medium.
Probably library continuing education materials to be distributed on a
.national level would*best be prOduced in batches where it is possible to.
"break in" a production/content team: It seems more difficult to produce
quality materials on a one-shot basis unless these are produced purely for

. local viewing.

3. Distribution of Video Materials

0-
Evaldation data show that not only is video a viable medium for library

continuing education, but that these materials are most easily distributed
via-the mails for use on playback'equipment: More and more libraries, schools
and other public institutions are purchasing video playback equipment and
those that borrowed' ACCESS tapes during the project years reported rela-
tively little difficulty locating or operating. thie equipment.

4. Settings

Most evaluative data and comments from the field conCZlithat-the_most.
appropriate use 'of ACCESS tapes is irk a continuing education workshop settingwhere a group gets together to watch a, tape and then has an opportunity for
discussion. Since ACCESS tapes ate really only short introductions to

'various topics they need tailoring to the particular objectives of the view-
ing group. Discussion led.by a competent discussion leader can provide this
lodal relevance.

, k
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V.. RECOMMENDATIONS

;le Future Production Topics
, - ' a

% t .
.

..
We recommend that careful thought be given to topics for futhn-

seryice training"materials for gbrarians,.partic4Xarly the Yxpenditure of
the revolving prqduttion fund developed as a spin-off from thy ACCESS series.
Four areas of interest which have been 'suggested duiitg the follow-miyear:
and'which could serve as jumping off points for Content decision4 are:, ,

-- Technical services and other library "basici,",
,

-- managerial as -pests of librarianship,

-- services to special groups., and

tc,

school topics.

Video is probably as appropriate medium for all of these areas except
some technical services.tapics which may not be inherently "visually".

. -interesting.

2. Planning for Distribution
.

The primary audience for the ACCESS.peries is the individual library .staff person working in a small library.. Originally it was plahned that the
ACCESS .series would be transmitted directly to this audience via, satellite.As the use of satellites became more and more complicated ACCESS staffdeveloped an alternative distribution plan whith!involves,encouraging state
library agencies to act as distributibn points for the series; We are there-fore depending on state library agencies to publicize and make the series,
available to the smaller towns rather than transmitting directly to the'in-0
dividual communities. While we expect that small libraries,will have .
relatively easy access to.the theriesthrough their states,, we have no Way,
of knowing at this writing if this will indeed be'the case.' We recommend'
that in the future the ultimate means of distributihg any given continuing
educitionpacRage be finalized before production of the materials kegins.
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APPENDIX C

FOLLOW -13f) INTERVIEW ON PURCHASES OF ACCESS 'JUNE 1976

1
Name; title and state of person contacted:

Interviewer's name:

Date: A

ti

4

In what types of settings do you plan to use the tapes?

How do yourplan to distribdte tapes?

Do you fortee,any equipment problems?

How do you anticipate using the StudykGuide?

3

CoMments:
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. APPENDIX. A
To what degree clo,you think that this video program'oling-With its suprp4matitary. PrintedonatCrgijs--

. .would be useful?

A. for trod to use in public relations in your
community, with- comMunity groups ,

B. for you to inform trustees,siocal officials,
etc., about library activities

C. foi. orienting/training new staff members
in your library

D. for informing high school or college
students about !library work

E. as a basisfor discussion and exchange of
ideas with other librarians

F. in workshops, short cpu`rses or, generally,
as a means of "refreshing" ydur ideas-

-- , -
_

very somewhat.. somewhat -- very _-
useful, useful .1- -useltitt pselesi;

..
,

_ -
= -____

T,'"'-z15-''`...,--V.-__-..1'-'' ... ..- -, , .
----Z---",.X1-- ' -:

,_

,
.

_
.

4

,

...

.,
. . - ,

ei

.. ....
7,,--

. ...

Your ideas, comments and questions are important to us. Please contact Ruth M. Katz, Graduate School
of Librarianship, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80210, telephone 303-753-3478. Thank you for your
'interest- aria help.
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COSRADO.SEMINARY

N Y OF DENVER,
ON:Vtif-?:::-n-Y PARK ( TA_ CY -!AL.K.) /302 0

_ -
303-753-3478'2

GRADUATE S61-1.001.Y*OP LIBRARIANSHIP
.

4
-... May, 1916*

,

. \

\ \
-;

.

SURVEY OF USES MADE OF ACCESS VIDEOTAPES

Your-name:

Your, position (inclUCIT-name of institution and state):

What 'tape or tapes. did you-show?

ApproximatelyOlow many viewers were present?

What, types of people were the viewers?
school librarians, library trustees, general public, etc

A

ibrarians, library scho

1.

Was the use of the tape part of a larger presentation or program? if-so'explain briefly:

What was-your purppse for using tile...tape(s) and do you feel it helped youmeet yopr-goals?

,',-..,

.From yourpoin did an negaave responses .to the tape(s) interfere
with the achievement of ybur goals?

60
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SURVEY OF USES MADE OF ACCESS VIDEOTAPES
...

APPENDIX, B -, (continued

What would you say was the overall response to the tape(4)7

'Page 2

Were any opinions expressed'
about other,topics for tapes in-the-ACCESSseries or additional topics that might be produced?

Did you have any problems locating video equipMent, operating the equipment, r`:or arranging the setting so that' everyone pres tt

r-

Did you use the ACCESS Study Guide? If so please comment: on ita -t.tefuines§4.

f

I

Thanks a'ot for taking t time to fill out this form. Pleass..rturn it toi.),

Jane-John
Program Coordinator, ACCESS'
Room 113 Boettcher West
U. f Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210';
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APPENDIX C

a

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW ON PURCHASES OF ACCESS
JUNE 1976

Name; titte and state of person contacted:

Interviewer's name:

Date: 4.

01

In what types of settings do you plan to use the tapes?
4

How do youfplan to distribdte tapes?

I

Do you fortee any equipment problems?_ .

.4.

How do you anticipate using the StudyNGuide?

Comments:

,I,
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Dear Viewer:

Your input is needed to support continuing evaluatiOn of
the ACCESS Videotape Project and to plan for possible
future continuing education efforts for ibrary ,personnel.
&her you have seen one or more of the videotapes and
worked with this study guide, pleale complete this form and
return it to us If you need more forms please contact us.
Note that the evaluation page can be removed from your
study guide, folded and stapIdd as a self-mailing.unit. Thank
you for your help,

APPENDIX D

d. Who arranged for the tape(s) to be shown?

e. Was there discussion folloWing the tape(s) priesenf4tionc?
Yes No .

yes, who led the discussion'?

S. a. Did you see.tno,re than one videotape at one
more than One each day)?

0 Yes 0 No
If yes, how many were shoWn?

time (i.e.,

,
b. Do you expect- to see more tapes in the series?

1. What is your position? Yes No
If yes, are the programs already. schedUled?Are you: 4

in a cpunty or regional public librar-y?

in a branch of a county or regional public
library?

in a town library?

in a school libraryWV1C/media center?

other? (Please describe.)

staff? volunteer?'
.

trbstee? administrator?

2. In which state are you located?'

3. a. How many paitistaff members does yow.library have?.
b. HoW many lioiM each week is your liflrary open

4. Which videotape(s) did you'sei?

7. a. What is your
already seen?

,
Please' indicate the date (month and year) when you
viewed the tane(f).

5. a. ;Approximately how many people were present at each
tape presentation?

b. What types of people? (e.g., rural librariabs,ttachers,
general public)

c. Was .the use of the tape(s) pail of a
of program?

CI Yes so 10 ,

If yes, please explain briefly.

overall response to the tape(s) you have

b. Did the tape(s) suggest projects or ideas that you
believe could be implemented in your library? Please
describe.

4

esentation
c. Do you think the noels) you have seen-will be useful

for showing to other groups?
Yes 0 No

If yes, which tapes?

:d. Have you used the study guide in conjunction with,
the tape(s) you have seen?
0 'Yes 0 No
If yes, did you find it helpful?

a
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APPENDIX D (Continued) :

r i:
t ,& ,Do you know of any problems that occurred with regard We'd Jike to have your comments. Please use4his space.

4to Jocating 'yid() equipment, operating the equipment, or . , '. - .arranging the setting so that everyone present could see s,
and hear clearly?

9. Are there any additional topics or continuing education Check here if you Wot114 us o mail additional blank
efforts that you would like to see presented in videotape evaluation forms. How many?
format?

postgge
will be paid

by
addressee

z
)46;e aild return address if additional s are deeded.

NAME

CITY STATE

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 811, DENVER. COLORADO

university of Denver,

Jane John, Program Coordinator

ACCESS

113 Boettcher West

Denver, Colorado 8021C

60.
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no
postage stamp

necessary
if mailed in the
United States



APPENDIX

COLORADO SEMINARY

NIVERSirrY OF DENVER
pi. i-);-< DENVER ,CO, ()RADO 80210.

103-753-3478
GRA MJATE,SC-HOOL OF LIBRARIANSHIP

The A E

new trenc; r

useful to p
because of
attend forma
library educa
sharing of id_

.: January 1976

SS Video oject is a series of-sixteen color videotapes on
fe e topics in-librarianship. The series is especially

librarians working imsmall towns who-may find it difficult,
's--e=0-1=z111:mary,_---..taaeaite.-:.-their_library, in Order to

courses. Programs'are not designed to replace traditional
ion, But rather to highlight new trends,and,to-promote
as among librarians.

1.

Each show is designed to stand alone is'a shdrt coverage of one topic-
Some tapes take a 'how-to- d -it" approaCh, while other tapes share ideas
about how diffe e t libraries have approached specific topics, such as
programming for eschoolet's or censorship. Study guides are include
the package whic supplement the series by providing for each sho an
outline of prog content, bibliography of related material= and suggested
discussion que tions.

4-,

4--TWeive

about 20 min
v-the-programs are of a documentary ormat, with each tape
tes in length. The documentary,p ograms are:

/-

,Science/Energy Reference
Services to 'Elementary-Age Children'

Services to the Blind and Physically
,HandicaOped

State.Librarles
The Vertical File

. ,

Volunteers in the Library

The remai ng four videotape programs, each 4Q minute ;mod length, are
___p_ansl=discus ons with guest experts and a moderator . e topics inclUdedare:

Co 'unity Resource Fsies
D termintng the Us r s fed
0 al History

reachOpl Stor Programs
Public Relat ins
Publicity

Assessing Community Nee
Censo

School Library /Public Librar
Cooperation

- ...____ / - Where. the Lib °liars Are .

. --7----------., ..., ,

.The-tapes are available.`
e ver oft 3/4:-inch

,color casSettes. Though we cannot-takeorders for any other format, these
high quality, first generationstapea can .be adapted to 1/2-incir,cofory-td-,.

-,--61
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APPENDIX' E (continued)

-2-

tape, or 1/2-inch black- and -white videotape. 'The entire series is available,
with 20 study guides, for $3,800. Additional comPleEe'setb are available
for $1,250 only'if ordered with the original set. It is our,intention
that any agency purchasing a set of ACCESS tapes will be, free tO,duplicate
as many copies as necessary for continuing education purposes within the
state of purchase. Monies accrued by the Universityof Denver, after duping
publishing,and mailing costs% will be used to continue'production, evaluation
and'distribution of additionalcontinuing education materials-for librarians.

.So that'you may preview the ACCESS series, we are providing a free
demonstration tape which includes excerpts from four programs and is
designed to give an overview of the entire series. This 3/4-inch color
cassette videotape -is available on loan upon requeat, postage paid one way.
The package will also include a sample study guide.

If ydu are a 'profeSsional librarian desiring materials to train pate&
professionals, a community librarian in a rural area, A regional library
systeT.idirector, a member a state library staff, or a member of a
community library board, A is designed to kelp you in your commitment
to continuing education foe- bpri4ns.

..

.

If you would like to preview the,ACCO1 demonstration tape or would
like more information/on ACCESS, please contact),,

LESS Staff
dIR

' 1

/ 113 Boettcher West
University of Denver
Denver, Colorado '80210

Telephone: '303 -753 -34'78

° Sincerely,
/10

Ruth M: Katz;'

Director, Center for Communication
and Information Research

6-
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APPENDIX F

I,

"e 4

COLORADO SEMINARY

. I_INtIVERSITy- OF DENVER
uNivER,..-.;11-..y., pr,;, i."- tg.NVER, COI OVADQ.-80,?10

303-753-3478 '

A
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF' LIBRARJANSHI

NOTES ON ACCESS

Tape Quality

March 1976

4;

We thought it might be ofhelp to provide some information on the use.of
the ACCESS series. This infOrmaLon may save you time.and headaches
When you are deciding Whether to_acquire the series for use In your fibraty
system: . -

The 3/4-irleh color videocassettes you would purcha se are intended to be
used as master..talies. This means that their first generation high,quallty
allows them to provide approximately 100 ,dubbed copies. If-you'were'to
use thtse originals for -playback purposes you would'tind that they would
slightlyd'eterorate After about 100 passes. Therefore it would make sense.
to keep your origir61 tapes for dubbing pimpOses and usedubs.for general
viewing, and distribtion.

Each tape that you might dub from an original tape will provide approxi"-,
mately 100 passes ofhigh'quality programminebeforeaslight-deteaoration

. begins to occur. This is normal wear down on videotape., but it will help,
you plan ahead of time how many dubs might berequiredcfpr distributing
die.videotapet within your state,. : -

. .

. . , .
.

.General instructions on tape .care.will be inckuded in each -single cassette.

package. In order to protect`the high quality of your Sony. tape., be surer -'

to read these important iostructiOns.
-4

Ordering

We cannot accept orders without payment in aditarice. .BecaUse we must
contract to :p- rovide copies of tWe,ACcESS seriesto all interested library
personnel, we must insure payment. 'We can assure you a delivery of the
entire package within 6-8 weeks. 3

Attached is an order form to be filled out by-you-1f ypu'would like to
purchase part,,or,all of the ACCESS series. If yoU have any questions
concerning the software or doubts about equipmenenecelsary foryjew
please -don't besitate.,to callus. ,Our. telephone numberbis'303-

We- hope you enjoy ACCESS':
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, APPENDIX F contialed)

COLORADC? SEANNARY

OF :DENVER.
UNIVERSIT Y DLNVEP, c Ot (4,'AL).0 80:?

303-753-3478

GRADUATE ECCHOOL OF LIBRARIANSHIP

Center for Communication and- Information'Research
113 Boettcher West

ACCESS ORDER INFORMATION` AND FORM

e.

Mrch1976

ACCESS, a series of 16 videotapes produced,by the University of Denver, is
-available to -the public for a purchase, price of $3,800. Additional complete
sets are available for $L,250, only if ordered with the original set.

`',:Included -with each package of 16 3/4-inch dolor cassette videotapes are
.Study Guides. All materials maybe, duplicated for-distribution within

°

the state 'of purchase.

1

Although we divot originally plan to sell less ljan complete sets of 6
ACCESS, in reSiTOnse to,demand, individual tapes in_the-ACCESS series are now

-available at $260 each. One Study Guide will be included with each
individui,l'tape ordered. e -

Additional Study Guides are available at $1.25 each. '

A Y.4
Monieg accrued by the University, after dubbing, publishing'and mailing
costs, will be used to continue production, evaluation, and distribut.ioti
of.video prOgrams with pridrity given to those having eaucational,value
for various' levels of library personnel. 7 0.. . .
Evaluation forms are provided in the Study Guides. The staff at,the.,'
Center for .Communication and Information Research would appreciate'gny,
feedback that might assist our efforts -to update andcontinuethe seriesin new areas. If,you would-like to.suggeSt topics for future production,
please write us at the above-addiess.

Please send me:

c mplete original set of AdESS at $3,800 totalling:

duplicate sets of ACCESS at $1,250 totalling:

extra Study Guides at $1.25'each'totaiiing:

individual ACCESS tapes at $260'each
(Please check appropriate.topicg on the following
page if ordering individual tapes.)

I understand that delivery,will take from 6-8Neeks.

I enclose paymetilt for the entire purchase price totalling:
Please make checks payable to'the University of Denver.

64.
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ACCEWORDER fNFAMATION AND FORM

0

APPENDIX F- (continued`

."'
Page 2.

,

For orderslotherthap..cogalete sets please check the
MOr4

20 Minute Documentary Format Tapes:
,4 _. , .

:Commilt-y,Resource Files' .

'Determiy< Library User's Need
Q

Oral' History

Plreschobl Story Progra-
Public Relations &
4

Pubj-icity--

,_ Science Questions Sometimes Are Igkue Questions
' '-..,,

Services Ivor the Blind and ,Physically Handicapped

appropriate.topiCS below:

;

Services to Elementary-Age Children

S'tate Libraries

Vertical Fil

Volunteeys-in the Libr*ry

40 4inute Panel Discussibns: 5

Assessing Community Needs,

Censorship,
e .

Public/School Librry,Cooperation

Where the Library Dcglars'Are

- .

Ship to:

Title:

0

fi

Address:

City: State: sip:
1

,
.Phone:

, ,

-,A4tborized Signature:

1.
Do Not"Wate Below'

/ 0 _

-- 4:Ad_ 3-- s

.
,

Customer Purchase!)rder-,Niimber
DateItee14-4- --- -- ....-.>"-

...:s
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